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GHOST OF

II

WARRANTS

ROUNDED

RAGE

OF

CONSTITUTIOM MAKERS

UP

IS

GETTING

It Stalks in the Convention Ten of Them Had to Sell Graham White Flies 62.1
Their Ponies to Pay
and Makes Trouble for
Miles in 62 Minutes
the Delegates.
Fine
1.4 Seconds
SEVERAL

CLASHES OPINION BY ATTORNEY BENERAL

SPIRITED

TWO

SERIOUS

vention, were interesting though at
times bewildering for they were mostly upon matters of legal construction,
a subject upon which it is difficult even for courts to agree. Upon the matter of militia warrants however, it
took a sensational turn.
President Charles A. Spiess called
the convention to order shortly before
11 o'clock. Rev. Julius Hartman led
in prayer. The reading of the minutes was dispensed with.
Eufracio Gallegos presented the report of the Committee on Ordnance
and Compact and it was ordered translated and printed.
A resolution of A. A. Sedillo that
100 copies of all reports be printed in

'
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They Do Not Want to Be Discriminated Against by Union Men Traffic
is Being Resumed.
New York, Oct. 29. An unparalleled feature of the express strike
which has tied up thousands of dollars
worth of perishable freight is that
the strikers are fighting for the "open
shop." The primary demand was a
wage increase for the helpers but afterwards the demand was made that
there be no discrimination against
men. The first express
wagons moved in Jersey City today
with a detective armed with a rifle besides the drivers.
non-unio- n

TO EXCHANGE

BALLOONS
FOR AEROPLANES.

World Champion Hawley Will Try the
More Modern Aerial Navigation
as Soon as Rested.
New York, Oct. 29. Allen R. Hawley having won the world's championg
ship in ballooning will take up
as soon as he has rested from
his recent trip.
Maps of the trip of America II, and
depositions showing the time of arrival at Chicoutimi have been forwarded to the Aero Club of America.
The balloon will probably not be
brought back until the heavy snow
allows sledding.
aero-planin-

STEAMER

GRDWN

PRINGEJRECKED
Accident Occuried Off Cuba
October 16, With 16
Passengers
HAD

CARGO WORTH

A

1LLI0N

AND

RECALL KUSIGALPROGRflM DELIGHTFUL

Who Dared
Finger Is Promptly
Sat On.
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Lift Large Audience In Loretto
ditorium Seemed Well

Au- -

Pleased.

11 was a
large and atmaintu.
"hlited
deliberation the legislative committee
audience that attended the
this morning reported on the initia- - ,'I"y Ht L"rt;Uo auditorium last night
tlve and referendum to the c onatitu - L".
'.ve act drawa ' Tne Heir
or.
......
ao luesemea, .oy tne pu- tional convention leaving the percent nils Of
. ,
r
T.nr.tt,i

Phoenix, Oct. 29.

After two weeks
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the Oregon law and makes direct jruilli
gir'8 who ,ook
'
uv? ln
leg- or
islation applicable to cities. mniiP, ?'rt. " ,he 1Iay without
make-upwere much more attractive
as well as the state. The recall measlooking than many stage favorites of
ures has been ordered
printed. It
and they could best be comprovides for the recall of any officers. today
pared to the "sweet girl grad" we
It is expected that there will be a shall
see or read about in June.
bitter contest as rnanv ohipct tn th
10
a(i(I
the pleasure of the pntpp.
application of the reml! in tlio in,ii.!
tainraent A. L. Morrison, Jr., brought
clary.
I he need of greater expedition is his entire orchestra and discoursed
beginning to be realized by members sweet music between the acts. Miss
if the constitution is to be placed Frances Hinojoa sang two selections
before Congress at the short session. between the second and third acts
mere is a growing sentiment that and was wildly applauded. Miss Hin- if
the New Mexico constitution 0J0S was noard to defter advantage in
reaches Congress at that session and the second selection "Eternity", the
the Arizona constitution does not, it bell like tones of her voice delighting
the ear of every one. Miss Hinojos
might as well not be sent in at all.
Mr. Cassidy will offer a resolution is endowed by nature with
a good
providing for the holding of night ses- voice and she has a bright future if
sions beginning with next week. So she will continue to have her voice
far there has been little opportunity cultivated and work hard, for it is no
for committee work, so little that it easy matter to become a "diva."
has been difficult to enlist the attendThe Play.
Now. a few words about the play.
ance of committee men.
The session yesterday was without "The Heirs of Rockford" was written
much interest. The chief event was by a nun and the "motif" of the plot
the smothering of a proposition bv!is ,he inheritance of a large fortune.
Mr. Curtis of Santa Cruz country A" of ,he characters in the play are
for no other apparent reason than reminine except that of Everett Black-tha- t,
it was offered by a Republican, s,one- Esq.. who is the family lawyer
So many girls on
This happened in the afternoon. The of ,he Rockfords.
proposition related to corporations, the e,aRe is somewhat bewildering to
banks and currency.
It dealt in the jtne theater Ber who has not attend-firconvent plays but Everett Black-tlon- s
place with charters of corpora-!e- '
and their regulation. Many 0f stone doubtless felt quite comfortable
the restrictive features were similar iann f'ul,e a hero to face them all.
to those of the Ellinwood measure. "He" was attaired in a stylish high silk
Before the reading of it was finished, hat, long coat and a skirt which was
Mr. Cobb observed that the members not conspicuous however, and a pair
were not following 4t though the re- of smart black boots, and really was a
porters and spectators' In the gallery good looking fellow. Miss Mary Need-hatook this part and was decidedly
were doing so with interest and he
moved that it be read by title and clever.
And the Girls.
referred. This was the first time
As for the girls, well they were so
thai a measure on its first reading
was sent over that crosslots route, lumoros and so attractive that it is
while full and unnecessary readings lretty hard to say something about
eatn one oi tnem. collectively speak
have been given all propositions.
An important proposition
was of- ng they were winners from curtain
fered in the morning by Mr. Jones to curtain and just how that lonely
of Maricopa. It provides for the man Blaokstone Esquire escaped becreation of a railroad commission ing made a benedict is not well exand for the regulation and taxation plained by the playwright. Miss Juan-lt- a
Sena and Miss Amalia Sena both
of railroads. It looks to a commission of a membership of three chosen had prominent parts and executed
The commission is au- their task in a creditable manner. Miss
by election.
thorized and ordered to make maxi- Lulu Night was a delightful Mrs.
mum rates and charges and there is Rockford and Eva Kitchen of Gallup
placed under its jurisdiction electric and Miss Lucia Shirk of Albuquerque,
companies and telephone companies were ProPer!y undignified in the parts
and express comnanies beside Rtiednl of the Heavenly Twins, Venus and
transportation companies such as re- - Psycne (colored). The twins scored
frigerator lines. The rolling stock of when they talked or when they
the company is to be regarded as wauzea a st. Vitus like dance. The
personal property, liable to execution other girls who contributed to the success of the play were Misses M. Wagand sale.
Sections relating to taxation are ner, M. Palmer, Ida Clouthier, L.
Rose Alarid, Lena Baca, Lucy
as follows:
Section 7. Common carriers shall Night, F. Valdez. In the graduating
make such reports, under oath, and class which made a hit by its digniprovide such information concerning fied, senior manner were Misses Juan-It- a
Sena, Lena Lorenzo, Frances Ana-ytheir acts and operations as may be
Elanche Clouthier, Mabel Palmer,
required by law, or a railroad commission, and when the value of fran- Belle Anaya, Sophie Creamer. Mary
chises and property of common car Needham, Alice Dickson, Marjorie
riers so reported exceeds the value Doherty, Mamie Bulger, Lulu Knight,
reported, by such common carriers to an1 Margaret Needham.
the state board of equalization the
Kindergarten.
The kindergarten of the academy
value reported for purposes of taxanot
was
to
be outdone by the sweet
tion shall be used as the value in determining and fixing the rates and girl graduates, however, and these litcharges to be made and collected for tle girls, Lucy Robinson, Lorraine
Gregg, Mamie Shirk, Violet Haines,
services of such common carriers.
Section 9. The franchise, roadway. Patricia Bradbury, Lydia Valdez, Stelroadbed, rails and rolling stock of all la Miller and Louise Privett, were
railroads, and the franchises and all Pronounced "little dears" by those
other property of express companies, who saw them. The drill of the
youngsters was well performed and
aroused much enthusiasm.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
Miss Mary Yannl as piano soloist
distinguished herself in the rendition
of Miserere, and as piano accompanHAAS
ist for Miss Hinojos lent sympathetic
support.
Miss Mabel Palmer was seen in a litskit "Kentucky Philosophy" and
tle
AER! L STOWAWAY j her southern
negro dialect even Joel
u. Hams would nave tounct irreproachable.
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Spanish, was adopted.
Solomon Luna moved that the conof the
vention go into committee
whole and take up the report of the
Committee on Schedule.
G. A. Richardson raised the point of
order that the regular order of the
'
day cannot be set aside by the presiding officer.
President Spiess replied that he
was not setting aside the regular order but that a delegate on the floor
has moved that the convention go into committee of the whole, which is
a highly privileged motion, and it is
up to the convention to decide whether the regular order is to be interrupted. G. A. Richardson
appealed
from the decsion of the chair but his
appeal was not sustained by a vote
of 61 to 21.
Committee of the 'Whole.
George S. Brown was called to the
After some parliamentary
chair.
wrangling the report, accompanying "the means proposed to supply water
the article was adopted, and consid- for the irrigation of the lands," and
eration was taken up section by sec- section 11 requires the board of direction. The first and second sections tors to employ a competent engineer
were adopted, although several ef- to report upon the water supply availforts to amend Section 2, as to "word- able for the district, which report
ing, were made, and the debate for a must be a "full and compete report of
all hydrographic data available and
time was lively.
This section had been formulated as relating to the stream, streams, or
desired by representatives of railroad other source of water supply from
employes and relates to the liability which water for the district is obtainof common carriers to their employes ed."
The language above quoted
seems to evince a legislative intent
in certain cases.
to provide for the creation of irrigaFor Protection of Miners.
An amendment offered by James E. tion districts where water for irrigaHall, to be known as section 3, pro- tion can be obtained by any means
vided for the extension to the state whatever and is not limited to irrigaof the federal act for the protection tion works upon streams of water or
of miners. Charles Springer pointed mere storage reservoirs. Therefore, I
out that the territorial laws are even answer your first question An the afmore stringent in the protection of firmative.
act.
Your other question is as to wheththe federal
miners than
After discussion and several motions er such a district so formed is authorby delegates, Mr. Hall withdrew his ized to issue bonds for the purpose of
amendment, reserving the right to of- paying' for wells, pumps and motors,
fer it again at some other juncture. and making wire connections with an
An amendment to Section 3, by A. electric power plant.
If the statute
A. Sedillos to strike out the words authorizes the formation of such an
"of the Territory of New Mexico" irrigation district the benefits to be
failed by a vote of 31 to "46. Mr. Se- derived therefrom would be practicdillo feared that the section as adopt- ally of but little value unless the dised would suspend the operation of trict can issue bonds to obtain money to make the proposed irrigation
the Springer act.
A motion to rise and report prog- scheme practically operative.
Section
15 of the act is the one which
ress failed by 61 to 21 votes.
provides for the issuance of bonds, and
The Militia Warrants.
An effort by A. H. Hudspeth to :it declares that bonds may be so is
amend Section 11, so as to make im sued for "the purpose of constructpossible the payment of outstanding ing or purchasing or acquiring necesmilitia warrants, caused considerable sary reservoir sites, reservoirs, water
discussion.
He said that Thomas B. rights, canals, ditches and works, and
Reed never signed a bill referring to acquire the necessary property and
New Mexico, unless hev asked: "Any rights therefor." I believe that this
militia warrants in this?"
language is broad enough to cover the
Charles A. Spiess said that this was expenses about which you ask. Possi- not the proper place to make this pro- - bly such a proposition as the one you
.. vision; that every delegate is opposed
speak of might need reservoirs,
to the payment of these warrants.
and ditches, but certainly the
H. B. Fergusson said that the con- word "works" as used in the statute
vention should go on record at every would cover the things for which you
opportunity against the payment of wish to provide, that Is, for the wells,
the militia warrants" and asked: "Is it pumps, motors and connections with
not true that to one committee the a power plant. The statute further
for acquiring "necessary
suggestion has been made that all provides
debts, valid and invalid, be assumed property," which can be reasonably
"
......
held to cover these expenses and also
by the stafe?"
H. O. Bursum called the attention goes on to say that the bonds may be
of the convention to the fact that the issued for "otherwise carrying out
; compact 'wttli:Hie new state made by the provisions of this act."
Taking
the enabling act, will prevent the all these together, there seems to be
state from ever assuming or Validat- no doubt that bonds can be issued for
ing or paying invalid militia war- the purposes mentioned in your letter.
rants.
Yours very truly,
H. M. Dougherty forcefully and conFRANK H. CLANCY,
to
mention the
vincingly showed that
Attorney General.
militia warrants in this connection
would be giving them a certificate of JURY IN P EMBERTON-CLARKcharacter and standing to which they
CASE UNABLE TO AGREE.
are not entitled, would be saying
that "we assume all lawful debts exSpringfield, Oct. 29. The jury in
cept the militia warrants," thus im- the Pemberton-Clark- e
legislative bribplying that the state repudiates a ery case sent word to the court this
lawful debt when as a matter of fact, morning they were unable to agree.
Judge Thompson, however, refused to
(Continued on Page Eight)
discharge the jury from custody..
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Article on Schedules Is Adopted State Life Insurance Company Lebanc Runs Into Telephone
Pays Judgment for $12,.
at an Animated Four Hour
Pole; Brooking 'Machine
Session Today
896,15.
Is Wrecked.

e

ANXIOUS

j

ACCIDENTS

Marshall D. Lovelace, ranger on 'the
Beloit
29. Graham
Park, Oct.
Datil forest, Socorro county, single-hande-d White first started for the Gordon Bencaptured ten Pima, Ariz., nett International Cup in a 50 horse
Apaches, who were hunting without power Bleriot and finished the course
of 20 laps, 62.1 miles in 61 minutes 1.4
license and were slaughtering game.
seconds.
He took them to Reserve, north of
The race was marred by accidents
Mogollon, where Justice of the Peace In the early stages. Lebanc, in a 100
Hamby fined them $500 and costs.
horse power Bleriot was making the
The Indians sold their ponies and fastest time of the meet when he ran
into a telephone pole on the 19th lap
equipment to pay the fine and then
and cut the pole in two. He was inleft for Arizona. Another bunch of
jured, however, while the machine
Indians, Pueblos from Laguna, is be- was wrecked.
ing rounded up by Mounted PoliceOgilvie, of England, in a Wright
man J. B. Rusk and several
deputy machine, was put out of the race
game wardens in the Datils.
early, descending after a few laps.
Notary Publics Appointed.
an American, in a Wright
Governor Mills today appointed Jos- Brookins,
had hardly flown a thousand
racer,
eph Gill, of Clayton, Union county, a feet when he lost
control of his ma
notary public.
chine which was completely wrecked.
in
Paid
Full.
Judgment
Brookins escaped serious injury.
Supreme Court Clerk Jose D. Sena
White in the Lead.
today received from the State Life InBelmont
Oct. 29. Unless
surance Company, the balance of the Hamilton or Park,
Drexel can beat 60 miles
of
Judgment
$12,896.15 in favor of Mrs. per
hour, the Gordon Bennett Cub will
Pedro Perea, of Bernalillo, Sandoval
probably go to White of England. Leb-lancounty, in a suit to recover on a
and Brookins, White's most daninsurance policy on the life of her gerous
rivals, are in the hospital and
late husband,
to Congress
Latham, of the French team, quit the
Perdo Perea.
course after covering 16 laps. As LathOpinion By Attorney General.
am in the "Antoinette" was rounding
Mr. A. B. Honnold, Estancia, N. M.
the turn onthe 16th lap the wind blew
Dear Sir I have received your lethim straight for the crowd. As the
ter asking whether an irrigation district can be formed under Chapter 109 big machine headed for them, the peoof the Session Laws of 1909, for the ple ran wildly or dropped to the
purpose of irrigating by the pumping ground cowering behind automobiles.
method, and also, if a district can be Latham, by great effort managed to
formed for such purpose, will the miss the crowd, but was evidently
powers given under the statute author- shaken up and returned to the hangize the district to issue bonds for the ers.
Ogilvie, the British aviator, covered
purpose of defraying the expenses of
such matters as sinking and casing the full course but took two hours ana
wells, installing pumps and motors six minutes. Brookins' machine turnand making wire connections with a ed completely over in front of the
central electric power plant.
grand stand, lighting on its nose and
While it is possible that the legisla- turning over on its back. At first it
ture may not have had in contempla- was feared that he was pinned under
tion, when the act of 1909 was passed, the engine, but he crawled out of the
the construction of irrigation workB wreckage and staggered a few paces
to be operated by pumping methods, before he fell unconscious.
Drexel
yet I am of opinion that the act as drives a. 50 hers power Bleriot and
would
authorize the organiza- will start early this afternoon. Hampassed
nun v. HU liut,aLluu UlOlligi LUI LUC ilton drives a 110 horse
power mapurpose of irrigating by that method. chine
"Hamiltonian."
named,
Section 2 of the act, among other
to be
things, requires the petition,
filed with the board of county com- EXPRESS DRIVERS' STRIKE
FOR OPEN SHOP.
missioners, to contain a statement of

LIKE" SWEET

Will Hold Night Sessions to Girls Who Took Part In
Play
Prevent New Mexico
Last Night Were Good
To Look At
Finishing First

,

r

The report of the Committee
on
Schedules was taken up this forenoon
in committee of the whole o
the
constitutional convention after some
parliamentary sparring between President Charles A. Spiess and G. A.
Richardson.
The twenty-onsections
of the article recommended for adoption by the report of the committee
provide for the status of laws, property rights, government, etc., during
the change from a territorial form of
government to a state, for the election to ratify the constitution, for the
election of state officers after the constitution is approved, and for the taking of office by the state officers. The
discussions while technical and mostly confined to the lawyers of the con-
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Delegate From Bernalillo County and an Aggressive
lican Ranks.

Fighter

in

the

Repub-

Hon. Antonio A. Sedillo, delegate to pal for some months of the public
schools in the city of Socorro.
For
one year, he acted as city clerk. He
was chief interpreter in the House of

the constitutional convention from Albuquerque, Bernalillo county, and who
formerly lived in Socorro, is recognized as a leader in the Republican
party of his county and an aggressive
leader at that.
Mr. Sedillo was born in 1S76 in Socorro and acquired his early education in the public schools and the
night school. He studied law with a
correspondence school and read law
with attorneys, soon acquiring a fine
legal knowledge. He waa admitted to
the bar at El Paso, in 1899, and began
practice there a year later and was
admitted in 1901 to practice of law
before the Supreme
Court of New
Mexico. He had previously done several kinds of work, clerical as well
as hard manual labor, which gave him
a wide range of knowledge and experience.

the territorial legislature during the

:!4th and 35th general assemblies.
In 1903 he was appointed district

attorney and served with distinction.
Mr. Sedillo has practiced extensively as a lawyer and is very energetic;
lie is a student and well versed on the
affairs of today as is seen at the sessions of the constitutional convention where he has again and again
given exact information when called
upon.
Mr. Sedillo has been active in the
Hispana Americano Alliance and has
organized a large number of lodges
in New Mexico and Arizona, He has
been a member of the school board
at Socorro and also at Albuquerque.
He was secretary of the Republican
central committee of Socorro county
for six or eight years and has edited
Spanish papers during the campaigns
in support of the party. He made his
first political speech before he was of
age and he has delivered many and
forceful ones since.

Mr. Sedillo was deputy pro-

bate clerk of his county ' for three
years and for one year he was deputy
county assessor.
An Educator.
has been actively inter
ested in education the past twenty
years. He taught school in Socorro
and Sierra counties, and was princl-- .
Mr. Sedillo
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PROVES EXPENSIVE

TODAY

With Watching Aeroplanes New
York Banker's Wife
Be
Skin
Decided
Will
Pig
Loses $20,000
This Afternoon

Great Championships

Dock-weille- r,

a.

PUCETCN

VS

DETECTIVES

DARTMOUTH

CO

TO BELMONT

New Yorkers Will See This At Will Protect Fashionables While
Polo Grounds Other
Eyes Soar Heavenward.
Games.
New York, Oct. 29 A detail of detectives has been sent to Belmont
Park, where an aviation meet is held
today. The detectives will not watch
aviators, but will search for handbag
crooks who have been looting fashionable crowds right and left.
As the spectators turn their eyes up- ward gazing intently on the bird men,
rules.
the crooks have an easy job separat-- i
Wisconsin and Northwestern Uniand oth-- ,
ing them from their
versities meet at Madison and the er valuables. Mrs. jeweleryA. Huhn,
George
score is expected to be close.
wife om the banker, has lost $20,000
New Yorkers have only one chance worth of
jewelry this week.
to see big college game, when Princeton and Dartmouth clash at the Polo THREE FIRES TODAY
Ground.
AND FIVE DEATHS.
Colorado University play3 Utah at
Denver today and the School of Mines
Maryland, Colorado, and Kansas Visplays Colorado College at Colorado
Destructive and Death
ited

Some of the most important games
of the season will be played this after
noon and on the results depend the
championship.
The largest game played at Mar- shallfield, Chicago in 1910, will be today when Minnesota meets Chicago
University. Coach Stagg, of Chicago,
is said to have worked out a number
of new players, effective under new

-

!

By

Springs.

Kansas plays Washburn at

Law-

rence.

Crimson vs. Army.
The Carlisle Indians play their most
Passengers Are Rescued But important' game of the season ' with
Pennsylvania at Philadelphia.
Cargo Is Believed to
Harvard will meet the strong Army
Be. Lost.
team at West Point. The Army team
defeated Yale and it is expected to
New York, Oct. 29. It is now known give Harvard a bitter fight.
here in shipping circles that the
steamer Crown Prince was wrecked MANOBOS ARE AGAIN
- V. ON THE WAR PATH.
off Cuba, October 16, in a terrific
Manila Oct;' 29. Three hundred restorm. The crew and the passengers
tribesmen today
were rescued however, and were tak- bellious Manobos
Euen with great difficulty to Havana raided the plantation of Captain
of
the
in
province
gene
Barton,
where they have arrived after many
They burned all the buildings
hardships.
The steamer Crown Prince had a and killed the stock. Barton was abcargo believed to have been worth sent and. his wife and child were res$1,000,000 and it is said that it is a cued by friendly natives. Troops have
'started In pursuit of tribesmen.
total loss.
.

Dealing Agency.
La Platta, Md., Oct. 29 Four persons lost their lives in fire of unknown origin which destroyed the
combined store and dwelling, of T. M.
Carpenter early today.
Kerosene the Cause.
Denver, Oct. 29. Mrs. Esther Ramsey was fatally burned this morning
when she tried to start a fire with
She was alone and when
kerosene.
neighbors, attracted by her screams
reached her it was too late to save
her life. Her husband who was In
jail on the charge of highway robbery
was brought to her bedside and Is
prostrated with grief.
$800,000

Fire.

Fire in the
Santa Fe storage yards today destroyed 900 weight cars causing loss of
$800,000. The big shops of the company adjoining the yard were saved
Topeka, Kan., Oct. 29.

by employes.

IS FIRST

He Stole a Free Ride on
rigible Ballon
Parsifal VI

Di-

MAY CHANGE BASE
BALL REGULATIONS.

Called Balls Entitling Batter to Base
May be Made Three Instead of
Four.
TRAVELED FROM BERLIN TOKIEL
Chicago,

111.,

Oct.

29.

The number

When Discovered He Could Not of called balls entitling a batter to his'
base Is being considered by baseball
Be Made Work
managers and it It Is likely the numHis Way.
ber will be reduced from four to three.
j

New York, Oct. 29. A German
workman named Haas has the distinction of being first aerial stowaway.
Impelled by a longing experience to
make such an aerial flight he hid under a tarpaulin on the dirigible balloon Parsifal VI., and rode from Berlin to Kiel.
The airship captain dragged him
from under concealment in true nautical style about the middle of the
voyage but he was unable to make
him work his passage as Haas was
ignorant of an airship sailor's duties.

The American League probably also
will revise earned runs as a means to
determine the relative ability of the
pitchers.
ROOSEVELT

CONTIN JES
ATTACK ON Dixj
29. RooseKingston, N. Y., Oct.
velt made the last speech of his New
York state trip today when he ad-

dressed an open air meeting here.
He continued the attack on John A.
Dix. He will gpeak tonight ln New
York City before leaving for Oyster
Bay.

'

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

AGE TWO.
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JUST RECEIVED

OHO

THE

ROUND

UP.

CUBE OF ECZEMA

MINOR CITY TOPICS

THE IMPRISONED SOUL.
(By Walt Whitman.)
Colo., Oct. 21).
Denver,
At the last, tenderly,
The forecast is fair weather to- From the walls of the powerful, tort- night and Sunday with rising
ress'd house.
temnerature.
From the clasp of the knitted locks
from the keep of the
Delegates That Constitution . Condoors,
vention. March, which is dedicated to
Let me be watted.
you, will be played at the Elks' theatre Sunday night by tbe Composer J.
Let me slide noiselessly forth;
C. Spikes.
With the key of softness unlock ihe
Meet The
County Commissioners
locks with a whisper
met at 10
county commissioners
Set ope the doors, O soul!
o'clock this morning in the office of
the probate clerk and they are holding
Tenderly: he not impatient!
an afternon session. A number of mat-- i
(Strong is your hold, O mortal flesh: ters of importance are under discus-- ;
Strong is your hold, O love!)
sion and details will be given out Mon-

TWO CARLOADS OF SELECTED POTATOES
FROM COLORADO
THSE ARE THE FINEST POTATOES ON THE
MARKET FREE FROM FRCiST AND GOOD
KEEPERS.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1910.

M.

fu ways Sot

$3

AHDWRUFF

and

of Cuticura Ointment and
One Cake of Cuticura Soap.
Head Perfectly Clear.

By One Box

well-close-

"T am pleased to inform you that I
have been cured by Cuticura Soap and
Ointment. Since I was a boy 1 have
suffered with dandruff, not only from
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the Statement of This
Constitution is Not to Be Written for
Santa Fe Citizen Will Interest
a Man or Set of Men, But for the
You.
"
Whole People.
Ever have a
pain in the

If You Have,

"low-down-

back?
In the "small," right over the hips?
That's the home o backache.
It's caused by sick kidneys.
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills
cure it.
Santa Fe people endorse this. Read
a cast of it:
Hilario Baca, Delgado St., Santa Fe,
N. M., says: "About two and a half
years ago I gave g public statement,
telling of my experience with, and
opinion of Doan's Kidney Pills. They
completely rid me of pains in my back
which had troubled me off and on for
months. When I stooped or brought
I suffered
any strain on my loins.
severely and there were various other
symptons that my trouble came from
disordered kidneys. I finally procured
Doan's Kidney Pills and they brought
prompt relief. I continued taking
Doan's Kidney Pills and It was not
of my
long before every symptom

j

trouble disappeared. The fact that I
have had no return attack, warrants
me in giving Doan's Kidney Pills my
For sale by all dealers.

Price
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'

cents.
Co., Buffalo,'
New York, sole agents for the United
Foster-Milbur- n

States.
Remember the name Doan's
take no ether.
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TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roswell at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
and arrives at Vaughii ?.t 6 p. m. The
f&re between Santa Fe
Is $5.80 and between
Roswell $10. Reserve

mobile

J. W. Stockard.

wire.

by

and Torrance
Torrance and
seats on auto-

Don't Do It Yourself

j

You are sure to
t and maybe spoil
you will lose more
afford in trying to

Delegate James N. Upton, of Dem-ing- .
Luna county, delivered the following address in the constitutional conventionMr. President and Gentlemen ol the
Convention:
I know of no better way of taking
up the five minutes allotted to me than
by filling in the time pleading with
my brother delegates to this convention to constantly bear in mind the
importance of the work we are here
to do, and the sacredness of the trust
we have accepted from our people. We
did not come here to write a constitution for any one man nor any set
of men, nor for any one Interest nor
any combination of interests. Brothers, we came here, to this historical
city of the Holy Faith, to write a constitution for all the people and all the
interests of the great commonwealth
of Xew Mexico: a constitution under
which the poor, the rich, the weak and
the strong, can find happiness and
equal justice, prosperity and progress,
with equal rights for all.
We are here to write this Instrument honestly and fairly, so that when
we go back to our homes our people
will meet us with glad hands and
grateful hearts, truly honoring us by
saying: "You are good and faithful
servants because you have been true
to the trust we reposed in you." And,
Brothers, we Bhould be able to look
our people straight in the eye, and in
our hearts know that we deserve the
praise we are receiving.
What more can a man ask for in
this world than an honestly acquired
reputation for a high intention of
purpose; for a love towards his fellow
man and for treating all human beings as he would himself to be treated by them?
I suppose I have said enough along
this line, as at home, when I get to
talking this way my friends (and by
the way, I hope they are all my
friends) say that I am getting ready
to preach them another sermon if I
can just quit joshing them long
enough. But I do not want to preach ;
I simply want to do what I can to aid
ray fellow man in his determination
to turn a deaf ear to the tempter.
Gentlemen, I want the initiative,
the referendum, ' the direct primary,
the election of U. S. senators by a
vote of the people, and I have an
abiding faith in the integrity, the justice, the ability and the fairness of
all the people. I have never known
of
the people of any commonwealth
this Union to combine and with money and political threats to force laws
through legislatures which were un-

make a blunder of
something. Besides just and discriminating.
time than you can
Upon this no man can take successclean or press your ful issue with me, although I know
own clothes.
Send them to us and j that it has been claimed In this territory, and I believe by some of the
the job will be done easily, quickly, men
who have had the most to do with
thoroughly and economically. Besides, framing some of the provisions preit will be seen by your friends that sented here, that the people are not to
it was done by a professional and not be trusted with the government of
an amateur, is not that worth some- themselves.
It looks to me like too much egotism
thing.
and sometimes, dishonesty in a man
he attempts to abrogate to himTailor. when
self the rights and perogatlves of othCor. Palace and Washington Avenues. ers, or to provide for himself special

Julius Muralter,

privileges not enjoyed by others, and
to take unto himself the right and the
supposed ability to create polities, to
make the laws and to administer them
over the very people
him
making
what he is, and that, too, without consulting them, or by pretense and deceit, obtaining some form of consent. Right here I want to say that
I favor the recall, to be used against
the unfaithful public servant, and I
find that its mention scares those
most who are generally credited with
having the most to lose by being
found out.
I want e; h and every man in this
o consider well before
convention
listing a vcte which will enable special interests and combined piracy to
put chains upon the people of what in
years to coi; e should be one of the
proudest, co i monwealths of the great
American union. Constantly bear in
mind the fact that the rich, the powerful and the arrogant egotist of today
may have children who will be the
poor, the uncared for and the despised of the future; the chains you
now forge for the limbs of the weak
of today, may cut sorely into the flesh
The Alof your children tomorrow.
mighty, with a wisdom which passes
the understanding of man, visits his
wrath even unto the third generation
and the happy faces of the school children of Xew Mexico that you meet
daily may soon be showing the sorrow of our mistakes.
When their flesh has grown sore
from the chainB we have forged ; when
their backs have broken under the
weight of the burdens we have heaped upon them; when time has told
them the true tale of our betrayal of

committee may report the initiative
and referendum provision, which it
has been constructing out of odds and
ends of individual propositions which
have been committed to it. It was
suid yesterday, however, that the provision might not be ready for presentation until tomorrow.
It was a!so decided to give tne pro-- j
hibiiionists and the equal suffragists
hearings in committee on the question
ot the separate submission of those
It was announced yesterprovisions.
day that the prohibitionists would be
heard tomorrow.
No date was suggested by the suffragists as to when
tbey desired to be heard.
Some of the members of the committee are already talking of night
sessions, so that the day, like all
Caul, will be divided into three parts
The morning will be devoted to the
regular business of the convention;
the afternoon to committee business,
and the night to the committee of the
whole. If that order should prevail
the downtown theaters will have a
hnrd time of it while it lasts.
The boundary question was brought
up yesterday and disposed of by the
discovery that it was never really a
Mr. Parsons imparted the
question.
information that California was laying no claim to any territory on this
side of the Colorado river. That was
learned about the time the question
was brought up, when the San Francisco Chronicle
pointed out that
whatever dispute there had been was
settled more than fifteen years ago.
It was. in fact, settled longer ago
than that. As early as 1ST 1, when
the boundaries of the Los Angeles
land district were established by cona great trust; from their
lips will come the curses which will gress, which fixed the mid channel of
forever damn our memories in the the Colorado as the western boundary
minds of future generations. We of the district.
must choose now, as tomorrow will
However, for some time after that,
be too late.
(California, or the officers of San
Diego county, claimed a strip on this
side of the river and persisted in atARIZONA CONVENTION
HAS PEACEFUL SESSION. tempts to collect taxes on it.
Among the propositions introduced
Advocate yesterday was one by Mr. Ingraham,
Suggestion By Prohibition
That Governor Be Permitted to
a bill of rights, in which the conferAppoint His Cabinet.
ring of the "third degree" on persons
of
(Arizona Reptrolican
Thursday, suspected of crime Is forbidden. Other
October 27.)
propositions were as follows:
By Judge Wells: Relating to corThe least exciting session of the
constitutional convention was held porations, prohibiting combines, the
yesterday. It was not devoid of prop- purchase of stock of a competingin
prohibiting discrimination
A half dozen were submit- line,
ositions.
ted in the morning and one in the rates, and establishing the power of
afternoon, the convention adjourning the state to control the roads. to
be
By Judge Wells: Property
for the day afler a session of only
taxed at its cash value; no exemphalf an hour.
tion of corporations from taxation;'
The only other incident of the aftlocal improveernoon meeting was the reading of a special taxation for
to be on the assessment plan;
letter addressed to Delegate Cunning- ments
of indebtedness to be 4 per
ham of Cochise county by O. Gibson, the limit
that limit may be raised
cent,
though
well
a
of
and
Tombstone
an attorney
of the taxvote of
the
by
known prohibition advocate.
a five per cent limit, is alpayers;
Mr. Gibson presented some sugges- lowed where
public utilities are to be
tions which he said he had received installed.
during a conversation with former By Mr. Hutchinson: Relating to the
Governor Folk of Missouri. Speaking militia, the legislative to be authorof the state of Arizona, Mr. Folk said ized to provide for its equipment.
that the governor should be empowthat
Providing
By Mr. Bradner:
ered to appoint his own cabinet, no fee shall be required of any candithat is, those members of the state date for placing his name on the balofficial list with whom he will be lot.
more intimately connected, such as
By Mr. Webb: Prohibiting the conthe attorney general. It was recom- solidation of railroads.
mended also that there be a separate
By Mr. Bolan:
Relating to consubmission of the prohibition and tracts and the relations between corwoman suffrage provisions.
porations and their employes.
There may be more doing in the
convention today, and there certainly
If you want anything on earth try
will be tomorrow.
The legislative a New Mexican Want Ad.
pain-draw- n

'
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A WEAK

WOMAN

New Mexico Military Institute

3

AND HER STOSY

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,

"The West Point
In Flora!, ArK., Lives a LadyV.Tioj
reels I nat tier Mrengin was
Restored by Cardui.

the Southwest"

of

Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Armv Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

.

a

Floral, Ark. "I must speak a eood
word for Cardui," writes Mrs. Viola
Baker, of this place.
"About a month ago I was in very bad
health. 1 was so weak and nervous that
1 was not able to do
my housework.
"My husband bought me one bottle ol
took it acCardui, the woman's tonic.
cording to directions and now 1 am in
good health.
"I think Cardui is a fine tonic for weak
women."
And you are not the only lady who
thinks so, Mrs. Baker.
g
Thousands, like you, have written to
tell of the wonderful benefit Cardui has
been to them.
Cardui contains no minerals, or other
powerful drug's. It contains no glycerin
or other mawkish-tastin- g
ingredients.
ft is just a pure, natural extract, of 1
natural vegetable herbs, that have been
found to regulate the womanly functions
and strengthen the female system.
All druggists sell Cardui.
ll
See yours about it.
is

.1

I- --

. .

Ha.

-

,

nor

1

'

';!
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"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
i!fe. Gri at
men for college or for LuSte
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Ml lltary School in the Unloa Located
oa the beautiful Pecos Va!!ey tl.e garderi
t an e'evatlct of 1,700
spot of the West

feet ahne sea level, innxhttie everv day, but
IKie rain ijr !nov during session.
Eiftven Officers and Instructors, all ijradii-ate- a
from stirdard eastern colleges Tea
bulld!:igs, thoroughly furnUk'-d- , tieatud, Ilubl
ed and modern li all respects.
RE;ENTS E. A. Gaboon, President; W
li, Uamllfoj. Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkmsoii ecre.ary, and W
A FIlI&v
For particulars sn! . 'Instr&iert

address
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
Superl ntendem.

RIDE IN THE MOON

N. B. Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept.. Chatti- nooca Medicine Co.. Chattanooga. Tcnn., for Speciai
book. 'Hume Treatment
Instruct or.s, and
lor Women, tint is plain w rapper, oa reauett..

MAY WIFE SUE HUSBAND

FOR DAMAGES FOR BEATING?
Washington, Oct. 29. If a husband
beats his wife until she is bruised
and bleeding, even crippled for life,
should she be allowed to sue him lor
damages or would such suit violate
the sanctity of the home and tend to
break up civilization?
Such a question was laid before the
supreme court of the United States
for its decision.
Jessie E. Thompson, wife of Charles
N. Thompson both living in the District of Columbia, sued her husband
for $70,000 damages for seven alleged
assaults upon her. The nature of the
alleged assaults and injuries were
never brought out in open court, because, before the suit came to trial,
the court had given judgment for the
defendant, on the plea that, at the
time of the alleged assault, the parties were husband and wife
HITS
BOGARDUS AGAIN
THE BULL'S EYE.
This world famous rifle shot who
of
holds the championship record
100 pigeons in 100 consecutive shots
is living at Lincoln, 111. Recently ina
terviewed, he says: "I suffered
long time with kidney and bladder
trouble and used several well known
kidney medicines, all of which gave
me no relief until I started taking Fir
ley Kidney Pills. Before I used Foley's Kidney Pills I had severe back
aches and pains in my kidneys with
suppression and cloudy voiding. On
arising In the morning I would get
dull headaches. Now I (have taken
three bottles of Foley's Kidney Pills
and feel 100 per cent better. I am
never bothered with my kidneys or
bladder and again feel like my own
self," Sold by The Capital Pharmacy.

30 H. P.

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.

S

NTA FE GARAGE

Palace Ave.
We Have Built Up

CAPT.

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

try

ENJOY AUTUMN BY
DRIVING THRU
THE COUNTRY
It's the best route back to nature,
and will imbue new life into your
wearied mind. The most pleasure
will be obtained by driving the
STYLISH LIVERY
We can furnish you. Our horses are
all equal to the trip and our carriages ride with ease and grace.
Don't forget to secure your rig
from us.

WILLIAMS
110 San Francisco

MM
St. 'Phone 139

Re.

our Paint business ny glvrng only the
best grades for a reasonable price.
Every can of our Paint Is reliable. It
is made of the best White Lead end
colors, giving a uniform
coat and spreading easily and smoothly without streaks or spots. These
colors will not fade in the sun, and
they cover a large surface. One coat
of our Paint is' as good as two of other
well-groun- d

kinds.

Charles W. Dudrow

nsurance Company
IX T

ome Office, AIbttqteqt

ill?
ew iviexico

Duly and Regularly Incorporated in Strict Accordance With the Laws of New Wexico
shown by the Accompanying Certificate from Jacobo Chavez, Insurance Commissioner.
JACOBO CHAVEZ

M0TICE

Superintendent of Insurance.

We, the undersigned, having duly incorporated the above company, desire to notify
the Insuring Public in general, and our friends, stock-holdeand plicy-ho'der- s
of the
LIFE
OCCIDENTAL
INSURANCE COMPANY, in particular, as to the following facts;
1. We are incorporating the OCCIDENTAL FIRH. INSURANCE COMPANY, which
will hav2 a paid up capital of $200,000.00 and a like amount as surplus and which will
commence active business on or about January 1st, 1911.
2. The company will be organized, and the business maintained, by the officers
aud men who had charge of, and made such a success of the OCCIDENTAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, during the past four years.
The businesss will be developed conservatively, economically nd to ths best of
... 3.
and
.
ability
judgment.
4. No promotion stock will be given to anybody, at all, and the expenses of organization will be kept down to an absolute minimum.

P. M. A. LIENAU
Deputy.

rs

M. W

FLOUR NO Y,
Occidental L$ff
SOLOMON LUNA,
Occidental Life
J, H O'RIELLY,
Sec'y and Gen, Mgr Occidental Life
GEORGE ROSLINGTON,
Actuary Comptroller Occidental Life
A. B McMILLSN,
General Council Occidental Life
Vice-Preside-

:

.

'

'
'

'

Vice-Preside-

'

"

'
"

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS

nt

TERRITORY

OF NEW MEXICO

This is to certify that J. H.
Millen, having complied with the
authorized to open books for the
and places as to them may seem

INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

O'Rielly, George
Flournoy
act under which a Fire Insurance
subscription of stock of the Occidental
ennveitfent and proper.

f

Solomon'

f ' i910'
B M"

'ncorporated'
Ze Lsurn! Company
at such
(S'Sned)

times

JACOBO CHAVEZ,

Superintendent of Insurance.
,
...
,.
Wp hftVfl nvpr thrpA hlinrirori afnn1r1mlnn
..uu.uwo uuvy, ej.resenung
me leaning
citizens of
:Z
"I :
Texas, the following list of which reside in Santa Fe. If you are interested and
tc
the profits to a stockholder In a Fire Insurance Company, send for our nra.n-Jr.- I.

r;l

;

Zm soLmnl

j

abt

List of Santa Fe Stockholders.
Mills, Gov. W. J.
Walter, P. A. F.
Davies, E. P.
Seligman Bros.
Owen, Frank.
March, Jno.

W.

DeArcy, E. J.
Palen, R. J.
Sargent, W. O.

Renehan, A. B.
Fornoff, Fred.

a

1 -i"
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More than half a
the commonwealth.
BLANKS.
million dollars is the annual tribute j
for! Printed and for sale by New MexiJg colected m this territory
can
Company, Santa Fe. N.
fire insurance and sent out t0 be lD. Mex. Printing
Occidental
will
elsewhere The
Mining Blanks.
jnvegt and has invested its fundg at
Additional and Amended Location
fire
insurance
Me3t,co
New
The
hQme
sheet.
Certificate,
fleld hag begn yery I)rofltable. there
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher.
haye been yearg when ocly thirty per
of Labor,
sheet
Proof
q thg insrance fee8 collected
sheet
Notice of Mining Location,
we.e returned t0 the Territory in
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
A
company organ.
ment Qf fire logsfs
sheeL
Property,
up(m & soud basig wel, managed
sheet
Placer Mining Location,
should
and energetlcaIv conducted
Title Bond of Mining Property,
a
fill
same
time
succeed and at the
sheet
t need
sheet.
Mining Deed.
sheet.
Mining 1ease.
Statement.
Coal Declaratory
i sheet.
rfiATERHAL SOCIETIES
Coal Declaratory Statement with
Af
Power of an Attorney.
MASONIC.
fidavit and Corroborate g
judge.
sheet.
Montezuma Lodge No Affidavit,
sheet.
Notice of Right to Water,
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
EL PASO IS SENSIBLE.
of
Out
or
Forfeiture
Publishing
mar communication
The El Paso Herald is much more
sheet.
of eac Notice,
Monday
prst
reasonable than the El Paso Times in
sheet
Affidavit of Assessment.
month a Masonic hs
Stock Blanks.
i.
at 7.S0
discussing New Mexico's boundary
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Ven
H. H. 1 OR MAN,
claims, in fact, it is reasonable while
sheet.
The El
Acting Master dor's Recorded Brand,
the Times is unreasonable.
of 25 Blanks,
Books
Sale,-Iof
Bill
Paso Herald concedes that the 103d
40c per book.
McCORD. Secretary.
ALAN
meridian is the true eastern bounBill of Sale Animals not Bearing
Fe Chapter No. L
Santa
sheet.
dary of New Mexico and that this ter
R. A. M.
Regular con- Vendor's Recorded Brand.
1 t
Delivery,
Sale
land
of
Bill
Range
the
to
claim
oi
a
second
has
vocation
right
Monday
ritory
sheet.
Masonic
18."0
month
at
each
now in El Paso, but which in
sheet.
Bill of Sale,
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
was in New Mexico because of the Rio 'tf
to Gather, Drive and
G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
S.
Authority
Grande at that time having its course
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Re
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
half a mile farlher east than today,
sheet
corded Brand,
to Gather. Drive and
A glance at the official map of the gen- Authority
Nc
Fe
Santa
Commandeij
eral land office shows that the 10;!d
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner'
1, K. T.
Regular conclav'
sheet.
meridian is there marked as running!
eacfc Recorded Brand,
in
fourth
Monday
from half to two miles east of the
pliego.
Contrato de Partido,
Hall ai
at
Mflonlc
month
eastern boundary of New Mexico. The
de
Renuncla,
pliego.
Escritura
7:30
in.
p.
pliego.
Documento Garantizado.
dispute therefore, is no longer one of
J. A. MASSIE E. C.
ueen
survey, tor tne KCUl meridian nas
V
Hipoteca de Bienes Muebles,
E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

influeneed improperly in other man- ner. In case of an elective judge, the
interests need to buy only one man;
in case of an appointive judge they
PUBLISHERS.
COMPANY
PRINTING
MEXICAN
NEW
rHE
must buy the appointive which is also
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. e. WALTER.
;
vice renoem.. the removing power as well as the ap-Editor and President.
pointed one. These are the potent
JOHN K. STAUFFER. Secretary Treasurer
reasons for Liie federal judiciary being
lb- - SmpIh Fe Postcfllce.
Entered as Second Class Matter
appointive, and the state judiciary is
not one whit less important. Rut the
$3.50
mail
months
six
by
Dally,
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
edict has gone lorth tor an eiecuve
25
2.00
Oaily per week by carrier
and the New Mexican is con75 Weekly, per year
carrier
month,
by
Daily, per
1.00 fident that New Mexico, to say the
65 Weekly, six months
mail
Daily, per mocfi, by
50 least, will not place worse men on the
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
bench than Tammany has done m
New York or than the people have
OFFICII PAPER CF SANTA FE COUNTY.
uisiricis ui
dune in the
. Is sent to
Tne New Mexican is the oldest newspaper :d Sew Mexico.
Pennsylvania, where the elective state
stortic( in the Territory, and has a large and growing ercuTat!
judiciary is much more subservient
to the whip of the boss, be he political
moue the Intelligent &ad progressive people of the Southwest.
or an arrogant malefactor of great
wealth, than is the appointive federal

MEXICAN

SANTA FE NEW

3T.

R.

j

J. B. kUi)t Casniei.

J, PALES. President.

FBABL

L. A. EUGEES,

,

,

McKME, Assistant CasLier
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Th Oldest Banking Institution in
Maw
Sstabiisho !n 1073

2

r'fts-jtio-

-

2

'

$150,000
80.000

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

4

j

2

;

2

TViijisact9 a jjenersl bjiifcinj; business in all its branches.
Loans mone on the mo-i- t favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and coilaterai security. Buys and sells bonds and
Buys a id sails
stock9 in all markets for its customers.

Doss-naue-

2

?
3

I

'

domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
are given by any money transmiting agency public or
as
i
of three
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate
itme.
Liberal
or
months'
?ix
on
years'
per cent per annum,
f
livestock
anJ
on
products.
advance. made
consignments
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
j and ainvs to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- 2 ing.
Safety deposit boxes lor ret. The patronage of the
I nublic i. respecfully solicited

3

2

??

4

of

duties on everything else. At every
REBUKE.
tariff revision of the past half cen- inconsistency,
the
The hypocricy.
t,,,.,.nnielniio rtmmhprtf nil Delll- ,.',..
oHvnneea nf duties
the selfishness of tne New Mexico
and national democracy were fully ex- on sugar, but most of them favor reThe
posed not only by the Republican ductions on all other articles.
Thursspeakers in the convention on Demo- KopubUcan idea of an adequate duty
on every important product of every
day but also indirectly by the
crats themselves. The history of the locality which needs a duty, represupre- sents a principle of political honesty
Territory under Democratic
macy is a blot, it smelled to heaven and fair play which the average Dem3iu i unjixnru;u-'sis- i -- nni rmn.ruTjuuinmjTnjiiqjUTru
An honorable
excep
for its corruption and tyranny and Jocrat rejects.
there are too many men still living tion will have to he mane in tne case
who felt, the tigers claw to permit .
,llf, ,ate Senator MeEnery. This
lhe in-- Louisiana Democrat, while defending
that history to be forgotten,
deniaconsistency of Democratic
lhe duty on sugar, also voted for all
for every other
gogues elsewhere is just, now illustrat- needed protection
ed in the New York campaign and the product, of the north and the west
says of it:
as well as of the south. In thus dis"Some of the duplicity which the carding parochialism and trickery he.
Demo- bv his conduct, rebuked
the smug
people naturally look for in a
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,
cratic candidate for any important hvpocrites like Dix of New York and
office has promptly been disclosed in the other Democratic leaders ot mat sufficiently determined to make sure
pliego.
in
Best
One of
the conduct of that parly's nominee fcfnte, and declared for the square that the new state will fall into G'lO,pliego.
Documento de Hipoteca,
fcanta Fe Lodge of Perfection No. )
worth of
fnr rrnvenmr
...... of New York. As a can deal and for the broad nationalism mr 0,m a01.es
io,u00,000
exteusa
Garantizado,
Documento
al- Cuisine and
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Ancient and Accepted
many 14th degree.
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forma entera, full sheet.
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jurisdiction
but,
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tariff reduction,
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the Herald at 7:30 o'clock in the evening li
of Texas. This is what
ELECTIVE OR APPOINTIVE?
trust he asked for an increase in the
sheet.
Bond,
Replevin
WASHINGTON AVENUE
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
Forcible Entry and De
duty on his product. The Standard
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The New Mexican has taken a posi- says:
between Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
"The
boundary
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Wall Paper Company is one of the
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VV.
Mrs. W. D. Murray, wife of Dele--; of the most delightful and brilliant
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Loretto auditorium by the pupils of May Spitz, Miss Mary Foree and Miss
THE PRESCRIPTION CLERK
the convent and among them was His Flo Moore. Mrs. Arthur Seligman,
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY,
LEMON SODA. IRON BREW
Grace Archbishop Pitaval who occu- Mrs. E. A. Fiske, Mrs. E. C. Abbott
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FI2Z, COCO COLA,
must
know
his
business
thoroughly
S.
G. Cartwright, also assistpied the seat of honor and near him and Mrs.
E
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.
when putting up a prescription
ed.
sat several members of the clergy.
I
SANTA
FE BOTTLING WORKS.
Mrs. Fairfield
who was recently
Max Nordhaus left Las Vegas last
A COMPETENT
PHARMACIST
All drinks nude from filtered water.
night on the limited for New York, married to Charles W. Fairfield assistK
HENRY KRICK,
Proprietor
where he will meet Mr. and Mrs. ant territorial auditor, and who at- puts up our prescriptions.
fTTTTT
iiniiiitiuiiiiiiiirTrrmrriTTTTTrTnrTTniiiiiTtirTTrrTTTrT.r.m- I,,, i.
Charles Ilfeld, when they disembark tended Tuesday the first social affair The ingredients are full strength,
"'mtnmMuniimminxnnil,fl
from the ship on which they are sail- given here since she became a bride,
fresh, and of the best standard
ing from a German port. In addition is a Santa Fe girl.' She has lived here
a
makes.
In case of sickness you make
CI APFISinOM RIPE FRUIT NOW
most
of
her life, although she has
to looking after business affairs, Mr.'
CUT
Nordhaus will accompany Mr? and spent some time in Los Angeles. Mrs- - no mistake In having your prescrip-FairfielLOWERS, WEDDINGr
'
before her;, rnarriage was tions put up by us.
Mrs. Ilfeld to Las Vegas.
UARDfcN
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
R V.BOYI.K Mgr.
DESIGNS.
J. Alfredo SlisR Jea"ri' JIcKenzie whose attractive
County Commissioner
Lucero of Santa Cruz, northern Santa personality has won her a host of
CUREr-DOPOULTRY
YARDS
now
who
Is
welwarmly
Fe county, is in town to attend a friends and
KRESH LA Hi
THE CAPITAL
day
Egs
special meeting of the county board. comed back to her native city.
Rocks
HbT?
and
White Wyandotte., cnn-kei'rred
PlJ"J"ath
..l".?
He reports Santa Cruz and vicinity
the
the trees and fed on clfan wbcteivmiti food
"or pton,alne
prosperous. He is in the merchanIf yon want anything on earth -- try
dise and stock business and Is consid- a New Mexican Want Ad.
Stripling-BurrowSuccessors to
& Co.
-

e

... "'J

SJT

UP-TO-D-

N. TOWNSEND & CO.

y

j

SOFT DRINKS

j

AGENCY

Tel Black

and

76

rinnrlt

PHARMACY

TkwrttTE&VZTl

4 Hour Electric Service
WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

W a

i&2Rjft?
Santa
Water

Agents:

Fe

and

Call fhlit Operation

Light Company

0

i;i

i!

j

j

i.

iI

Wholesale & Retail
Dealers in
"EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE

""""

l'i

Hi!

-

?:;

--

,v JOSEPH B.
HAYWARD, Manager,

Room 19 Catron Block

I

;;;,,. li,

:

Santa Fe, N. M.

5

,

IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HE4R FROM YOU,

SANTA FE ABSTRACT.

--

1

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
LARGE
AND
SMALL

.....

spa-Mis-

Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, $40 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, $60.00 to 8175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.
tANOHES,

r.".,-I,r.-

Santa Fe Hdwe. & Supply Co.

"

Curios

r

'

Trail Curia Company

HAVEAfFEW

u...

,!'

are

INVITED TO VISIT THE ROOMS OF THE

THAT WE ARE GLOSING OUT TO

St-

j

njo-ve- u

Akers Wagner Furniture Co.

YOU ARE CORDIALLY

Ullslof,.

'
'"'
u'r""'"1

Z

Or-rillo-

,nmatn

&

--

'

'

Surety Bonds

St.

EXPERT EMBALMERS

,. "'

j

Santa Fe, New Mexico
119 SanFrancisci!

,,

We Arc the

;; ;S

j

j

S. KAUfiE &

N

.t

i.

,.

i

I

FOR SALE OR RENT

O

"f

j

Den-fift-

OYSTERS

'

,,M

-

,.,.,. 1

Now is the Time for putting up Concord Grapes
EVERYTHING in FRESH
1910 crop op english
FRUITS & VEGETABLES
Walnuts & almonds

PHONE
No. 26

,f
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kitten and wears
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South at
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i

a. m,

4;3S

twig,

CMmarroa

Ute Park, N. M.. Lvi...

94

su."I"vv'm
S

The shoe for women
bends like a willow

.Nash

IS
5 28
5 45

.

.

Cimarron

I.v.

5

1st

M

N' M.
SPreston
Kouliler Junction .
.. . L K ot' h ie r
.
L,j
U'olfax

Ar.

I

style

pm

in

top-not- ch

and it wears.

train both Morth amlfSouth."
niaotn trains al Preston N.I M.
N, 'J..(if 111. v!j;'tii!.j.vii. N. M., at 9:01 a. ia, lilv
vxcept
i 5.50 roand trip; (Ifty pound bawivre can-lefree.
M I'.m S. M-- . f.ir thn soatli at U;ll p. in. 'arrives from the
N',

W.

..

P. A S. W. Hr,

J

E. G. DEDMAN,

VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M.,

Superintendent.

F

M.

Soft, velvety tan, flexible,
bndabie, tough sulc, prett
feels fine on
to look at
the foot and it wears.

made in a wide variezy of
and
H leathers, lasts and styles,
by bench
shoemakers in our women's custom fac- tory No. 1, from the choicest selection of
ii hides a tender-foote- d
godsend a dear
shoe in everything but the price and
El it wears.
CUSTOM MADE BY
!jj
fll Werthelmer-Swart- s
Shoe Company

11 The shoe for women

From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
and all Poiots in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
OougSas

Paso & Southwestern System

Kor Rates

ill

East or West

io-c- ut

'

J

"

WHEN GOING

PI O. QRAN D B-

H

TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS
CITY OFFiCE IN

-

qS-

IS

If

is
MS

AT

Jig

Ji

wg

IINIOrV

II

nFPHT

ROSVVELL AUTO CO. ROS WELL NEW MEX
Carrying the U. S. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M.. connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
tn Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a, m. arrive
In Vaughan at 6 p. m.

the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to

ac-

commodate any number of passengers
to make special connections witt anj
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor
ranee for Santa Fe, N. M., by com
municating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours in advance. Rate foi
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

MODI'S

HACK LINE

Prom
The foHowing arn he' time tables
BARRANCA TO TAOS
of the local railroads:
A. T. & S. F. Ry.
Meets Both North
South
Leave
Bounds
Trains.
8:00 a. m. connect with No. 3 west
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
9:40 a. m. connect with No. 10 east
4:00 p. m. connect with No. 1 west ihe north bound train and arrives at
5:20 p. m. connect with No. 2 east. Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
7:30 p. m. connect with No. 4 east,
No. 7 west. 8:50 p. m. conect with. way. Good covered hack and good
ceams.
No. 8 east, and No. 9 west.
10:20 a. m. with conection from No.
d:s.a to Usik
ThlnfSsrafsxta.'ble
3 west.
12:10 p. m. with connection from

tagi
FARE

east

6:05 p. m. with connection from No.

west.
7:30 p. m. with connection

2

wih

No.

east.

9:45 p. m. with connection from No.
east, No. 7 west.
11:30 p. m. with connection from
No. 8 east. No. 9 west.
f
Above effective October 1st.
D. & R. G. Ry.
Leave 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No.

4

east and
8

Fu

Sir S5.00
IP EhM I AUNDRY

For Best Laundry Work
basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY at O.K. Barber Shop
Mrs. P O. BROWN Agent.
Phone No. 23 Red

south and west
Arrive p. m. with connection from
It yon want anymtng on earth
No. 33 east; No. 34 south and west a New Mexican want ao, 34

'
yr,.

1

i

Where skill or watchfulness are required, a small amount of drink ren
j ders the
IB. C. T. U.
PTES,
person much less efficient.
The employer loses, and at the same
Palace.
time helps to pay the saloon man's
Mrs. W. D. Murray, Miss Hazel Murray, M's 'Lyda Murray, Silver City; THE WHOLE SALOON BUSINESS gain. This is unfair.
IS UNFAIR.
5. The liquor business is unfair to
W. H. Dearstyne, Denver; W. R. K.
Young, San Francisco; D. T. White,
the recent brewers' strike the community. The drinker is not as
During
El Paso; .1. C. Xeal, Kansas City; R.
good a citizen as he otherwise would
in this city, pickets were stationed
C. Bird, El Paso; John A. Pace, Clay
be. He squanders his money, and
many of the saloons, who walk- therefore does not have it for the betton; Mrs. h. R. Lewis, Socorro.
ed back and forth, calling out continu- terment of the community. No matter
Claire.
VV. Ornisby Jones, East Las Vegas;
ally, "Unfair beer sold here:" "Unfair how much he gives the saloon, this
H. R. Beclient, Senorito; Felipe Luce-- ,
beer sold here." For once the liquor does not better the community in the
Al-;
Caslmiro
Narciso
ro,
Candelavio,
told he truth. They meant that ; least . He is likely to live in a shack,
men
vares. Las Cruces ; H. J. Erodt, Kan-- the beer sold there was
made by non- instead of building himself a good
sas City; W. A. Wilson, New York;'
union labor, and therefore unfair to house. Drinkers and the saloons are
B. S. Phillips, Buckman; C. B. W'al-- ,
the unions. But their saying had a the greatest obstacles churches and
lace, Moriarty; George P. Learnard,
wider truth than they intended. The Christian workers have to meet. All
Albuquerque.
whole liquor business is unfair to workers for the . good of mankind,
Gregg.
L. L. Alt, Espanola; A. P. Spring-stead- , everybody. The term "a square deal" find the liquor business the greatest
obstacle with which they have to con-Hodges; C. W. Williamson, GIo-- : has been made famous by
deal"
said
tend. They do not have a fair deal.
If
fair
"a
had
he
Roosevelt.
Cerrillos.
D.
Los
A.
Lallo,
rieta;
6. The liquor business is unfair to
it would have been more appropriate,
Coronado.
and more clear. Prohibitionists are the taxpayers. The rate of taxes is
James Thompson, Embudo; C.
increased very materially by reason of
California; Jose Cordova, Chami-ta- ; seeking a "fair deal" for everybody
D. Martinez, Coyote; Mr. and Mrs. the liquor business does not give "a the presence of the saloon. Much of
B. Fafferty, Salmon,
Idaho; Mrs. B. fair deal" to anyone.
the crime, lawlessness, poverty, insanSalas, Las Vegas.
1.
The liquor business is unfair ity, is due to the workings of the sa-- !
to the home. Its effect is ,to make hus- loon.
A GENEROUS AND
CHARITABLE bands, and sons unkind, heartless and
The police courts, jails, peniten-- ;
WISH.
cruel to the members' of the family. tiaries, poorhouses, asylums, as well
"I wish all might know of the bene- It makes them seek the
society of the as police, and police judges are renfit I received from your Foley's Kidof the home; it dered necessary almost wholly by
than
rather
saloon,
ney Remedy," says L. N. Regan, Farm- makes them brutal and
reason of the work of the saloon. It
er, Mo. His kidneys and bladder gave
the
to
causes
is unfair that the saloon should add
them
and
it
squander
him so much pain, misery and annoyto have. The so large a per cent to the rate of
the
money
family
ought
He
nor
could
not
he
work,
ance,
sleep.
when it makes not the slightest
and lives in want
says Foley's Kidney Remedy com- family grows poor, because the saloon return for what it
and
gets. There is no
wretchedness,
pletely cured Ihim. Sold by The Captakes what rightly belongs to it. The business on earth more unfair to
ital Pharmacy.
money that goes to the saloon belongs everybody than the liquor business.
R.
of Tight to the family it Is an "unfair deal," it is robbery.
GHURCM
2.
The liquor business does not FOR MORE THAN THREE DECADES
Foley's Honey and Tar has been a
give the drinker "a fair deal." It unfits him for his work; it lessens his household favorite for coughs, colds
Cathedral.
worth as a laborer. A recent writer and ailments of the throat, chest and
First mass at 7 o'clock a. m. Second has affrmed that the man who takes lungs. Contains no opiates. Sold by
mass 9:30. Sermon in English. Third
work- The Capital Pharmacy.
at twe ('rinks a day, lessens his
mass 10:30. Sermon in Spanish,
small
This
ing capacity
6:30 p. m. October Devotions.
of
amount makes him only fourt-fift20 YEARS AGO TODAY
All Saints' Day.
a
man.
It
his
diminishes
usefulness;
7
November 1st. First mass at
the New Mexican of this date
1890.
o'clock a. m. Second mass 9:30. Sol- it takes his money; it destroys his repde2.
All utation; it lowers his manhood; it
emn high mass. November
Soul's day, Requim mass at 7 o'clock. velops his baser nature. He doesn't
Dont' fail to attend the Hallowe'en
get "a fair deal."
Church of Holy Faith (Episcopal)
ball to be given for the benefit of the
to
3.
The liquor business is unfair
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m. MornY. M. L. and D. S. This is for the
ing prayer and sermon 11 a. m. Even-Son- the laborer who does not drink. The sole purpose of raising funds to estab-- i
and address 7:45 p. m. The fes- non ui inker has to carry part of the lish a
whereby the members
tival of All Saints will be observed at drinker's lead. It renders the drink- of this library, may avail themselves
society
Even-SonWedneser to some extent incapable, and sad- ' of the
Sunday night.
opportunity of developing their
day at 9:30 the Litany will be said. dles this loss upon the sober man. The mental faculties. The public will bear
All seats in the church are free.
scale of wages is made to allow for this in mind and
give the young men
St. John's Methodist Episcopal.
the drinker's incapability. Thus the a liberal
patronage.
m.
H.
a.
9:45
school
W.
Sttinday
sober man is brought down to the
George Wr. Lane, late secretary of
Preaching level of the tippler. A good many emKennedy, superintendent.
the territory, special agent in New
11 a. m. subject Moses and the Lamb,
this plan; they Mexico for the New York Life Insurployes are
or the Human and Divine. Epworth pay n certainadopting
scale of wages to all, but ance
m.
6:45
at
Company is in the city,
service
p.
Subject,
League
offer one or more dollars a week to
Hon. Trinidad Alarid, territorial
of
Two Aspects of the Government
who
abstain from drink. But
is today receiving congratu-- i
Preach thoseis
God. Leader, Mr. Enderley.
this
far from
the rule. The auditor,
lations over the fact that this is his
ing 7:30 p. m. Subject, The Perfect abstainer should being
deal."
a
"fair
have
Man and the Devil's Estimate of Him.
fiftieth birthday anniversary. He is a
4.
The liquor business is unfair to
B. F. Summers, Pastor.
most excellent and painstaking of-- :
the employer.
There is scarcely a ficial.
Presbyterian.
Sabbath School at 9:43 a. m. Chris person that employes a half do?;en
The narrow gauge road handled 43
tian Endeavor at 6:45 p. m. Preaching men, but feels this. One or more men passengers in and out of Santa Fe yes-- ;
at 11 a. m. and 7:30 p. ra. by the Rev. who drink, hinder the work more or terday, which isn't bad for the "baby
J. R. Carver.
Prayer meeting Wed- less. Often nearly a half day's work road."
nesday evening at 7:30 o'clock. Every- each week is lost, because some of
S. H. Biernbaum, a merchant of
one welcome.
the men get drunk the night before.
Golondrinas, Mora county, arrived in
the city last night bringing two pupils,
'
The hlgfcnst vy6 of happiness 13 W. S. Weber and William Heran, to
reached by Jsavias children In the attend the New Mexico School for the
EH
1
nome; tui
ft
coming of the little Deaf.
VL
l ones is often attended with appre- A
tension and dread. Mother's Friend INDIAN WINE ROOM
SINGER KILLS HIMSELF,
ussd ly the expectant mother in
IN
of the' ordeal, carries
BL
preparation
A.
her tnxougn tte crisis with safety.
Denver, Colo., Oct. 2a. With a whisThis great remedy assists nature in all necessary physical changes of the sys- pered threat that he would "return to
tem, affords oodily comfort dunng the period of waiting, and preserves the this world as a mountain lion spirit
symmetry of form after baby comes. The penetrating and soothing qualities of and kill all his enemies," Ethan Allan
Mother's Friend allays nausea, prevents caking of the breasts, and la every Shipley, a wineroom and music hall
way contributes to strong, healthy
singer, fired a bullet into his brain
while Mrs. Josephine Dragoo, whom
motherhood. Mother's Friend is
he had called to see in her apartments
sold at drug stores. Write for our
In the Waunlta, at 1532 Glerarm street
free hook containing valuable inforstood bv and pleaded with him to eive
mation for expectant mothers.
her the pistol. Shipley fell dead. He
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.,
was a graduate of Carlisle Indian
school and a half blood Choctaw.
Atlanta, Qa,
e
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RUINED THIS WOMAN.
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Shortest Line to Denver,
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1
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HOTEL ARRIVALS

and full information address

El Paso Texas.

I

ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.

fc.fcji

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
'
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SOLD BY MISTS FVETOE?i
As thej
Albuquerque,
result of a generous offer made ves-- i
tne stairs trom the
at
tenlay by the Albuquerque Gas, Elec-i"0- "
With an unsteady
tric.t and Power Company, it is quite the county Jailpossible that the momentous and im- - step Bne wended her way to the
question of "oiling the roads" jlng automobile and climbed into the
and "better roads for Bernalillo coun-- '
"t of the kindness of his heart,
ty." may be solved for all time. Itbe- tame known yesterday that the gas Maglstrate Gavin tempered justice
mercy to the extent that he sent
company will offer for sale to the city
r
or the county its entire output of oil-- the wonian to the county poorfarm
at the extremely low figure of stea,d, of sending her to Jail.
ne averase woman is a sweet
two and a half cents a gallon, or less
.
wue sne also is
than one dollar per barrel of forty-- ' '3. had nnHriVinn Soa
" chn
:j
out saw.
cluilt frn nns
At a recent meeting of the Commer-- IT
EEATS ALL."
cial Club, a resolution was unanimousThis Is quoted from a letter of M.
ly adopted that a committee be apHannibal, Mo. "I recently
pointed to confer with the county Stockwell,
Honey and Tar for the
commissioners and make an effort to used Foley's
rear-an agreement as to the expend- first time.- To say I am pleased does
iture of the road tax now being col not half express my feelings. It beats
lected. It was the consensus of opin- all the remedies I ever used. I conion at the club meeting that it be tracted a bad cold and was threat- wun Pneumonia. The first dos- suggested to the commissioners thaticueu
6dv,s 8iedl ,elleI ana one Dottle
the road tax collected in precincts 12,
Contains no
nd 26 be expended in those precincts lu.1Jlulel-- curea weny ine uapital Ptmrm- with the permanent improvement of
the Varsity road on East Central
nue as the first work to be attempted.
'Jftl- - MINES TO
When seen yesterday and asked as
RESUME NEAR RATON.
r
to his opinion on the
proposi
tion made by the gas company and
(Raton Range.)
whether or not it would offer a soluThe announcement has been made
tion of the roads problem, T. J. Bry
that
ant, road supervisor in district AO now inthe Yankee Fues Comnanv is
readiness to continue the rap
1. lierainfi finite enthusiastic over the
matter and said that he believed it id ueveiopment oi its property holdr
period
would practically solve the question. ings at Yankee after a
total inaction, brought
Ur. Bryant has had much experience of almost
about
by the panic and the resulting
m oil road building in California and
believes that oiling the roads in Ber- stringency in the money market. Durnalillo county will be even more suc- ing the past few weeks, the affairs
cessful here than there, because of of the company have been in process
of readjustment and the
the sandy soil in this vicinity
"It is worthy of an experiment by ticated announcement now comes that
all means," said Mr. Bryant. "There the beautiful little camp, nine miles
is no reason why the application of up the Sugarite will soon be back on
r
should not be successful on the its old active footing, turning out in
,0!li lotS the coal product for
I'nrsltv bill
Wf have pynenrled
i ne aemana nas
wuicu
always tar exby
$1,200
appropriated
proximately
the county on the hill thus far. It ceeded the ability to supply. With
several hundred car load orders beR ill need more work and daily sprinkfore the company awaiting their time
ling to make it a permanent improve- to
be filled and with the ever extendment."
Here is an opportunity for the coun- ing field in which the Sugarite product is finding a ready market, there
ty commissioners to make a valuable
is no reason for doubting that the
experiment at a very little cost. Crude
oil from California will cost at least present large Investments made at
to produce
ten cents a gallon. The product of- Yankee will be made
fered by the gas company, it is be- speedy returns. Within a few days
lieved, is even more suitable for lo- $20,000 worth of machinery will be on
cal roads than the imported oil. The the ground for the new hoisting device used for pulling the trams out
output of the gas company per month of the entries.
Other needed improve
r
on the
is from 600 to 700 gallons. It would not be a bad idea to ments for increasing the capacity of
the mine machinery will be Instituttake the output for a month at 2
cents a gallon and let Mr. Bryant see ed within the coming weeks and evwhat he can do with it on the Varsity ery effort possible made for filling
hill. If the application is a failure the large coal orders which are now
and does not work out as expected, it passed up because of the inability of
will not mean the expenditure of any the fuel company to mine the product. About 80 men are now engaged
great amount of money. And if it is
a success, it will mean the solution of at the camp and this force will be increased as the handling capacity of
the good roads problem.
It has been suggested that the Com- the mine is improved.
mercial Club committee and the counIt you want anything on earth try
ty commissioners get together on the
a New Mexican Want Ad.
a
proposition hold
meeting and see what the offer
amounts to.

X. M., Oct. 29
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Arrested in St. Leo's Church, Denver,
Mrs. Dixon Was Once a Power
and Worth $100,000.
Denver, Oct. 29. Kneeling before
the altar at St, Leo's church, Mrs.
and
Helen Dixon, formerly
one of the most interested workers in
politics during the time of former
was arrested by
Governor Waite,
Constable Frank Murphy as she was
praying for forgiveness.
"I am through with liquor forever,"
said Mrs. Dixon yesterday as she was
taken from the county jail to the
"I was formerly
country infirmary.
an officer in the W. C. T. U., but when
I entered politics I started drinking.
It ruined me.
term
"Modern women as they
themselves may prate about the advantages of a business life. It's silly.
At home a woman is a wife and mother and the real woman that ordinarily
compels man's love. In politics she
lias to mingle with politicians and
loses the simple sweetness of charm
that man adores in woman.
"I am 68 years old. I once was a
power, close to the throne in Colorado.
I was worth $100,000 in my own right.
Foolishly I entered politics and here

'".n iiiimiiii ii w

iii

urn ., jj ii ii

NEW MEXICO

well-to-d-

OTiim.-ita-

CENTRAL

EL PASO TEXAS
,$13.40
DATES OF SALE
Oct. 27-- to Nov. 5th.
RETURN LIMIT
Nov. 8th. 1910.

DAYLIGHT TRAINS

,

I am.

"This afternoon they's taking me to
the poor house. And yet it is only
twelve years ago when I commanded
social position, wealth and influence.
"Politics was my downfall. Drink
caused my ruin and it was late caucuses and political conferences that
placed me on the highball path.
"A week ago I decided

SCOTTISH RITES,
REUNION,
SANTA FE, N. M.
Nov. 7, 8 & 9th.
,

to reform.

went into the church and knelt in
prayer. I was weakened and hungry and fainted. The officers brought
me out and placed me in here. As
soon as I'm released I'll go back and
complete my repentence. And the
few years I have left in life I'll devote
to work in the temperance cause."
Weakly the woman made her way
I

For this occasion the Sinta Fe
will sell ticket from points la
New Mexico to Santa Fe and

return at one and onetlJth tare
for the round trip

Dates of sale Nov. 4 to 8th
Return limit Nov. 13th.
J SANTA FE All The
Way.

i
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Mother's

JFmend

W9LL

$1009
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IF I FAIL TO CURE ANY CANCER cr
I TRi-ABEFJikE IT POISONS DEEP GLAKiiS
WITHOUT Kl.'irr. 03 PAIN. VEGETABLE
PLASTER

5C0G CUftfcS

SWORN TO:

Juej,

Minhters

Liwysrs, Doctors
NaX HtJ
SWINDLE
WRirTEMGUARAN'.EE
Cancers never PA IN tiiey

Excursion Rates

Lip, F'acfi or Bo 'y 6
month? IS CANCEP.

113.40

& Millionaires.
OR OTHUR

EL PASO, TEX.

Tumor,
Lumpor&jrsnn tue

poison. Asms!!

IE

120-P-

BOOK

SENT FREE
testimonials of
cured

Dates of Sale

with

idler others

tailed. Write, ask tliern. S6

vws

curin? Careers.

21

here

InyUIMPdi WOMAN'S BBEUT
IS CAKCE3,
dc"o

anrl if neglected it ALFAY8
in
rrmriit, and kPs quicVv
DR.& MRS. DR.CHAMLEY.TOi
Mamrjers for U.S. CANCER CURE, Ltrgeit In the WORLD
745 (HQ 747 S. MAIN ST., LOS ANGELES, CAL.
MAILTHIS TO SOMEONE WITH CANCER
poisons

Address

to

"M"

Oct. 27 to Nov. 5th,
Return limit. No?. 7, 1910.
WINTER TOURIST RATES
' ON SALE NOW.
SANTA PE ALL THE WAY"

:

J
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since 1900 and one which has fallen
below the 100,000 limit since 190u. It
is of course not as yet a complete list
imrt oinf-- o.tma nthor nltlf.a TTliiti
had less than 25,000 population in 1000

H'

GROWTH

will

enter

undoubtedly

group:
Akron, oiu .
Allentown, l'a
Altoona, Pa .

Marvelous Increase of Towns
of Large Size in United

States

N.

,1

Auburn, N. V .
EIGHT P LftCES EXG EEO 5 0 0. 0 0 0 hAurora, 111
Austin. Tex
Battle Creek, Mich
Census Count Eight States and Bay City, Mich . .
.Bayonne, N. J
Territories and Porto Rico
Bloomington, 111
Brockton, Mass
Washington, D. C, Oct. 29. The rjr00kline, Mass .
bureau of the census has announced Butte, Mont
tha nnnnlnHnn nf cieht states and ter--! Camden, N. J
Canton, O
'itories as follows:
Cedar Rapids. Ia
542,674
Rhode Island
lc
.'.
2,810,173
Michigan .
Tenn
3,293,3od Chattanooga,
Missouri
Mss
327,390 "ielsa'
New Mexico
on ooo Chicopee, Mass .
C
1t.lQ
355.95G Clinton, la.
Vermont

..N

o

tee

uoioraao npnngs,

Aie

Council Bluffs, la
Arizona
Covington, Ky . .
iue aggregate yuijuiauuu of the Dallas Tex
eight states included in the above Danville, 111 .
table In 1910 is 11,102,968; in 1900 Davenport, Ia.
these states had an aggregate popula-- ! Decatur, 111 .
tion of 9,007,235, and in 1S90, of 8,102,- - Des Moines, Ia
030: the absolute increase for this ag-- Dubuque, Ia
gregate population being for the last Easton, Pa
decade, 1,495,037, and for the decade! East Orange, N. J
111
1,437,205, or 14.9 per cent in East St. Louis,
and 18.4 per Elgin, 111
the decade
eent.tn the decade 1S1 900. In addi-- ; Elizabeth. N. J
tion to the states given above, the Elmira, N. Y
population of Porto Rico has been an-- Eria, Pa
nouueed in 1910 1,118,012, an increase Evansville, Ind .
cent. Everett. Mass
1Rqa of ip4 709 . or 17 3 ner
inlrtn-iTicla a rora rti tuln tinn nf the Pitehhursrr,. Mass
iuur-.i-bulletins issued by the bureau of the B'lint, Mich . . .
census, announcing the population of Fort Wayne, Ind
cities having 25,000 or more inhabi- - Fort Worth, Tex
tants. The cities have been divided Galveston, Tex
into two groups, one comprising those Green Bay, Wis
of 100,000 or more inhabitants, the Hamilton, O . . .
other those of from 25,000 to 100,000. Harrisburg, Pa
The following table includes forty-tw- Hartford, Conn
cities for which a population of Haverhill, Mass
over 100.000 has been announced. Hoboken, N. J
!ine cities of those included in this Holyoke, Mass
list have risen above the 100,000 limit- Houston, Tex
since 1900, namely, Albany, JN. v., ai- .Jackson, Mich .
lanta, Ga., Birmingham, Ala., Bridge- Jacksonville, Fla
port, Con., Cambridge, Mass., Dayton, Jamestown, N. Y
O., Grand Rapids, Mich., Iowell, Mass., Johnstown, Pa. .
and Richmond, Va. there are doubt- joliet, 111
less some other cities which will be joplin. Mo
found to have passed the 100,000 limit Kalamazoo, Mich
'Kansas City, Kan
when the count is completed.
100,253 Kingston, N. Y .
Albany, N. Y
154,839 La Crosse, Wis
Atlanta, Ga

oio

204,090

'

1

1890-190-

.

1900-191- 0

.'

1

1

.,t,.i

a

.

5

!!ofi

n
r

VJllllylll.JllO.l-1-

Cleveland, O.
Columbus, O.
Dayton, 0
Denver, Colo
Detroit, Mich
Fall River, Mass
Grand Rapids, Mich
Indianapolis, Ind
Jersey City, N. J
Kansas City, Mo
Louisville. Ky
Lowell. Mass
Milwaukee, Wis. .
Nashville, Tenn
Newark, N. J. . .
New Haven, Conn
New Orleans, La
New York, N. Y
Omaha, Neb

Paterson, N. J
Philadelphia, Pa
Pittsburg, Pa

....

Providence, R. I
Richmond, Va
N. Y
Mo

Rochester,

St. Louis,
St. Paul, Minn

Scranton, Pa
Syracuse, N. Y

Toledo, O

Washington, D. C
Worcester, Mass
The 1910 count has been completed
cities
forty-siof. the
for forty-twthof had over 100,000 m ivw. ui
cities, twenty-sevethese forty-twmade a greater absolute increase of
to
population during the decade 1900 de1910 than during the preceding
cade, and eighteen made also a greater
percentage increase.
The 1910 count has progressed suf- ficiently to determine with practical
certainty the eight largest cities in
the country it being quite improbable
that the rank of the following cities in
order of size will be caanged by any
future announcements. Each of these
cities has a population exceeding 500,:
000:

Cal

Pasadena,
Passaic. N. J
pawtucltet, R. I
peoria. Ill .

Amhoy, N. J
Pittsfield, Mass .
Portland, Me
Portsmouth, Va

New York
Chicago .

Philadelphia
"

.

. . . ,

4,766,883
2,185,283
1,549,008
687,029
670,585
560,663
558,485
533,905

N. Y

Reading. Pa
Roanoke, Va
III

3.

Paris

.

4. Tokio
5. Chicago

2,763,393

....2,180,079

Antonio, Tex

2,185,283

2,101,933
Berlin
2,085,888
7. Vienna
1,678,000
8 St. Petersburg
1,549,008
9., Philadelphia
.....1,359,254
10. Moscow
Following is a table of cities of
to 100,000 inhabitants. The list
includes 112 cities which had in 1900
a population of 25,000 to 100,000 cities
which have risen to the 25,000 limit
G.

25,-00- 0

Utica,

Y

well-mad- e,

Dealers Everywhere.

write

to tne nearest agency oj

acscnptise
pr
tne

4

artular

4

2

Continental Oil Company
(Incorporated)

roberts,

,t.

If rot at yours,

john becker.
b. f. pankey,
victor ortega.

1

Wfllf !OMMS

State, County and Municipal Indebted--

sovt,ral counties thereof assumed by or in aid of, or become a subscriber to,
the state, one per centum of the as - lor shareholder in. any corporation or
Section 1. The legislature shall at 8(5gsed valiaMol, of an property in the company, or a joint owner with any
i!,s fivst session provide by law for tnegtafp
of Xew Mexi0 ,.ui,j(.(.t t0 taxa- person, company, or corporation, pubano suo
lie or private, in or out of the state.
pavnient ol tne legal, vaua
. . ;tin
. .
ifiictimr mitl oiilstniiii uiT delits ot tne
ever be Provided, That they or either of them
No money shall
Sec.
such ownership as may
Territory of Xew Mexico, and . the
'"'
. . in:ii,1 nut nf the treasurv of this state.
...
,
debts of the counties thereof Which or unr or. .,ne t. lTies
or bv
npr lis m:in- - 'jiccnrp tn the state bv escheat
were .eKa. vana ana ""ns.snns
Leemont. except in pursuance of an forfeiture, by operation or provision
.tune 20, 1910, and which the Stale of
'appropriation by law, and unless such of law: and such ownership as may
Xew Mexico is required to aud does
be made within two years accrue to the state, or to any county,
disThe Auditor of the payment
hereby assume.
from
first day of July next after city, town, township or school
the
State shall levy annually upon the tax the
trict, or to either or any of them
act.
such
of
passage
appropriation
able property in each of said connland every such law making an ap- jointly with any person, company or
ties, in addition to all other taxes
or a new appropriation, or corporation, by forfeiture or sale of
thorized by law to be levied, a tax propriation
of taxes
real estate for
'
''
" or
"
.' ;
57,730 sufficient to reimburse the state for
by donation or devise for public
'
78,800 the amount it shall pay as interest,
use, or by purchase by or on behalf
u, u ....
of any or either of them, jointly with
31,433 charges on the debt of such county, jf"
not.
be
and
shall
to
it
is
be
it
applied;
or either of them, under execu57 099;and such additional tax as may be
',
sti icient for such aw to reter to any any
31 297 prescribed by law for the creation of,
tion in cases of f'ne. penalties, or forfix sin h sum.
to
law
other
feiture 'of rreognizance, breach or con
55 482
sinking fund for the final and full
Sec. s. Xo county shall contract dition of official
o4'r,70 limiidation of the prlneicpal of the in-- ;
bond, or of bond to se
exIdebtertness of such county; except, any debt by a loan in any form
cure public moneys, or the performfor (he purpose of erecting
accrued
ance of any contract in which they or
39.437 that as to the bonds and
and
Fe and! ecssary public buildings,
Santa
issued
thereon
by
any of them may be jointly or sever
82,331
counties, which were validated, structing or repairing public roads ally interested.
25,908
when
the
then
only
annroved and confirmed
by Act of: and bridges, and
13. Nothing contained in this
30,417
w
10,
.tanum,
congress
be construed as to eith- 227
47
e nrsi suuuiuieu iu such iiuuii.ieti article shall
the state
or
"f
l"Clr add to the obhgat.on of
31.229
count v as shall have
mrrao
";e.. electors- of the
nuuuiseu iiuni me
there n in the anvdeht heretofore eontrpcted bv any
S5,892 als and sales of the one million acres paid a property tax
riot
'
.
,
for the! year nexi. preceuuig bucu eie uuu,
nf bind eranted to the s ate
...
.
r
in
moir.i-.4i.if
UiAsr,
Htoranl,
'"-- "J
'
35,099
payment tnereot, tne surplus mereor
30.508 from to be pald into the school fund! shall vote in favor
incurring such
nenatn?de . or ?hTl88irot
issued
be
if
the
but
bonds,
any
debt;
43,973 of said state.
shall tint run more than H'onds therefor, in accordance with
45,941
Sec. 2. The legislature shall never therefnr
for
tlit-f- i.
a QCffrPirtl Ifl Sa ill I3WS upon any proposition
j n .1
28,883 enact any law releasing any county or
been
which
have
thaf
may
"of
PrPOse
shall
debt so contracted
29,494 any of the taxable property therein amount
to said laws, submitted to
when added to the then outstand- according
89,330 from its obligations to repay to the not, In A
c if COlH r.n,llitv 111.!'' vote of the ouilifiPl electors of any
Inn
nl,fnr1n,f
said
monevs
exnended
by
40,005 state all
city, town, village or school
and eluding the unpaid portion of the in .
1 r)More
v on which this
42,094 state by reason of the assumption
Ille
"
ms"
A KKIimed
.1.Klich
nf
rtohtorlnoca
inuntv
t
tnl-oeffort:
25,531 payment oy uie siaie oi uie ueoi ui
"
by the state, exceed four per centum;
44,401 such county.
of the State, County
Sec. 3. No law shall ever he passed upon the valuation of the taxable Minority Report
70.063
and
Indebtedness
Municipal
such
within
county.
or
property
legalthe legislature validating
27.26; by
Committee.
or indirectly, the alSec. 9. No debt by loan in any
directly
izing,
51,521
Convention Hall.
warrants outstanding form shall be contracted by any school
militia
38,130 leged
Santa
Fe, N. M., Oct. 25, 1!10.
of
for
of
New
the
Mexico,
purpose
the
except
district,
Territory
against
30,919 or
To
and Members of the
the
President
buildschool
thereof.
and
furnishing
erecting
any portion
25,278
Convention:
unless
Sec. 4. The state may, to meet ings or purchasing grounds,
26,005 casual deficits or failures in revenue, the proposition
We, the undersigned
to create such debt
minority of
25,404 or for necessary expenses, or expenses shii.ll first be submitted to such quali the above committee. 'beg leave to sub- 90,652 not provided for, contract debts; but fled electors of the district as shall nut the lollowing .Minority Report:
We agree with the Majority as to
43,910 such debts, direct
and contingent, have paid a school tax therein in
25,473 singly or in the aggregate, shall not the year next preceding such election, all of its report, with the following
exceed two hundred and a majority of those voting there- - exceptions,
36,280 at any time
1. We recommend the substitution
30,309 thousand ($200,000.00) dollars, and the on shall vote in favor of incurring!
of the following in lieu of Sections
loan
such
from
the
creating!
however,
that;
provided,
debt;
moneys
27,149
arising
2 and 3 of said Majority report:
outstand-1128,867 such debt shall be applied to the pur- such debt, together with the
.TNO. I. HINKLE.
dis- 39,806 pose for which they were obtained, ing indebtedness of said school
J. J. ARAGON.
so contracted, trict, shall not exceed six per cent-- !
30,445 or to repay the debt
J. N. I'PTOX.
um on the assessed valuation of the
whatever.
no
other
and
to
purpose
67,452
C. E. MOFFET.
Sec. 5. In addition to the above property within such school district.
27,875
RAYMUNDO HARRISON,
Sec. 10. No city, town or village
limited power to contract debts, the
64,205
state may contract debts to repel in-- j shall contract any debt in any form,. Section 1. No law shall ever be
29,630
vasion, suppress insurrection, or to except by means of ordinance, which p;1Sst d by the legislature validating
22,062
defend the state in war; but the mon-- j shall be irrepealable until the indebt- - 0r legalizing, directly or indirectly,
30,291
ey arising from the contracting of edness therein provided for shall the militia warrants or any portion
54,773 such debts shall be
applied to the have been fully paid or discharged, thereof outstanding against the
51.622
of New Mexico.
for which it was raised, and specifying the purposes to which the
66,950 to no other purpose wnaiever.
umus iu ue laiaeu niiun ue iiiumeu,
2
Tle egjs;ature may provide
32.121
Sec. 6. Except the debts snecined and providing for the levy of a tax.;fnr fhp fKB11Bnpp nf the bnnda of the
32,121 in Sections 4 and 5 of this Article, not exceeding twelve mills on each
s,atP for the purpose of refunding the
58,571 no debt shall hereafter be contracted dollar of valuation ot taxable proper- - ,eg,,,
vajd and subsisting outstanding
33,190 by or on behalf of this state, unless jty within such city, town or village, ob3i'ations of the
territory and the
to
law
sufficient
Interest
the
annual
pay
27,936 such debt shall be authorized by
:TarloUB COunties thereof,
of
such gec
44,395 for some single work or object to be and extinguish the principal
Eath of the Beveral roun.
32,642 distinctly specified therein, which law debt within thirty years from the;tie8 jn the Territory of Xew Mexic0
38,002 shall provide ways and means, exclu- creation thereof; and such tax. whenBha
relmburse the Blate cf New
be applied only to the:Mex,co
96,071 sive of loans, for tfce payment of the collected, shall
for al moneyg expended hv
in such ordinance specified
34,874 interest on such debt as it falls due, purposes
ga,d gtate by reagon of tne assump.
be
shall
the prin- until the indebtedness
paid or;tlm by the gtatp Qf the debt of gucn
45,401 and also to pay and discharge
but no such debt shall
and nQ legi8lature shall ever
44.696 cipal of such debt within thirty years discharged;
of the contracting created unless the question of inctirr-- , enact any aw reeasing any BUCn
50,510 from the time
, nP .nv f the taxable nrooertv
thereof.
No such law shall take ef- ing rue same bmi., a., a legumi ci
77,403
aldermen or therein from its obligations to repay
fect until it shall, at a general elec tion for councilmen,
43,697
have been submitted to the quali- other officers of such city, town or the g(ate therefor unleg8 congress
b,tii tion,
fied electors of the state who have village, be submitted to a vote of ghoud by donation of public lanas t0
,o.s
paid a property tax therein for the such qualified electors thereof as th(j gtate provlde for the payment of
28,946
preceding year and have received a shall, in the next year next preceding guch indehtedness
65,064
majority of all the votes for and have paid a property tax therein, and; gec 4 The gtate Audltor Ehall )evy
72,826
against it at such election, and all a majority of those voting on the annually upon the taxable property in
25,774 moneys raised by authority of such question by ballot, deposited in a
CQUnty of tne gtate of New Mex.
28,015 law shall be applied only to the speci arate ballot box, shall vote in favor of lco ,n additlon to aU other taxes
such debt; but the aggregate thorized
47,828 fied object therein stated, or to the
by law to be ievled an annua
77,236 payment of the debt therein created, amount of debt so created together
sufflcient to reimburse the state
53,684 and such law shall be published in at with the debt existing at the time of fQr the anQual interegt wMch the ter.
26,259 least one newspaper in each county, if such election, shall not at any time rltory may pfty by reason of the ag.
51,678 one be published therein, throughout exceed four per centum of the assess- gumption ot the debt of gucn county,
88,926 the state by four insertions of said ed valuation of the taxable Property
guch addltionai tax as may be
town or village;
35,201 law in full in such newspaper of each within such city,
ribed by ,aw ,or the creation of
herefund for the fina, and ful
25,138 county upon the same day of the week Provided, however, That debts
glnk,ng
for supplying water ,. idatlon o the whole of said in82,972 for four successive weeks next pre- after contracted
be
shall
or
town
to
subsuch city,
village
debtednesg g0 assumed.
38,524 ceding the election at which it is
how- umitea as to amouni.
Sec. 5. None of the provisions of
34,259 mitted to said voters; provided,
to be
Sec. 11. Neither the state nor any Eecti0ns 2, 3 and ,4 of this article shall
58,157 ever, that the debt proposed
shall not exceed, including all county, city, town, township, school appiy tn any manner to the railroad
43,684 created
valid and outstanding obliga- district or other municipality thereof, bonded indebtedness and accrued
other
76.813
lend or pledge the credit or faith terest issued by Grant and Santa Fe
tions of the state; excluding, howev74,419
er, the debts of the territory and the thereof, directly or indirectly, in any C0Unties, which said bonds were
26,425
to, or in aid of, any person, dated, approved and confirmed by an
27,834
company or corporation, public or pri- Act 0f Congress of January 16, 1897,
-"if'-"
M
73,141
in nuoiiuajiD nn 8JHinofUai',iuii
nnj vate, for any amount or for any pur- - for the payment of which a donation
mi
,3J
26,693
allien purfs .UM a.
pose whatever, or become responsible of one miiHon acres of land was made
3 A II V H for
idjJ.'t !jouuua
26,730
eq
em
any debt, contract or liability of Dy Congress to the State of New Mex-an35,403
person, company or corporation, lo0j the remainder thereof to be
41.641
or private, in or out of the ed t0 and become a part of the
ua.vuoa 180 it isarr
52,450
manent school fund of this state. The
67,105
Sec; 12. Neither the state nor any said grant of one million acres of land
31,860
county, city, town, township, school is hereby accepted in trust for the
87,411
district or other municipality thereof payment of said bonded indebtedness
25,784
shall make any donation or grant to, and the remainder of said million
ness- -
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Matrl-nionio-

'

2
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4
2

sheet

full sheet
100

...

...

.10
.10

2.50
4.00

.35

.05

assorted blanks take the

press

100

price.
Size of Blanks.

sheet, 7x8
inches.
sheet, 8
Full sheet, 14x17 inches.
Signs, Card Board.
"For Rent"
"Board"

"For Sale"
"Lodging"

"For Rent or Sale"

office.

New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
Nos. 1 and 2, full leather, $G.50 a volume; 3 to 12 inclusive, $3.30 each;
Nos. 13 and 14. $2.70 each. Postage
25c each.
320 Page J. P. Docket,
Civil,
Criminal, $4.00. Postage 55c.
4S0 Page Hand Made Journil. 5. 75.
4S0 Page Hand Made Ledger, $6.50.
ovoneys uigesi oi iiew oiejuw
ports, full sheet, $C50. Postage 25c.
Retail Liquor License, 50 m Book,
Notification of Chanse . in Assass-- !
4

15c
10c
10c
10c
25c
10c

each
each.
each.
each.
each.
each $:i.0u.

"No Smoking"
"Furnished Rooms for Light
25c each
Housekeeping"
25c each.
"Board and Lodging"
50c each.
"Minor's Law"
SOc each
"Livery Law"
"English Marriage Laws" ..50c each.
"Spanish Marriage Laws" ...SOc each.
Law Books and Miscellaneous.
Cover Pocket
Sheriff's Flexible
Docket, single $1.25; two or more, $1
each.
Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.00, post-

-

j

ment

by

Assessor,

General License,
Assessor's Notice
100 In Book. 75c.

100 in Book, $3.75.
50 in Book, $3.00.

of

Assessment,

RELIABLE MEDICINE NOT A
NARCOTIC.
Get the genuine Foley's Honey and
It is
Tar in the yellow packages.
safe and effective. Contains no opiates. Refuse substitutes. Sold by The
Capital Pharmacy.
A

ll

:

vaii-mann-

Waco, Tex

Waltham, Mass
Waterhury, Conn
Waterloo, Ia
Watertown, N. Y
West Hoboken, N. J
Wheeling, W. Va
Wichita, Kan
Wilkes-BarrPa
Willlamsnort, Pa
Wilmington, Del .
N. C

TWO YEARS

FORTY

OF CONCENTRATED EFFORT
AND ENTHUSIASM
YOU

ARE SMOKING

IS BEHIND
A

YCU

WHEN

GENUINE

sep-:pac- h

N. Y

Wilmington,

Chairman.
WILLIAM MiKEAN.
GEORGE W. y.KER.
CHAS. W. MILLER.
J. M. Cl'XXIXGHAM,
a. b. Mcdonald,

be,

Somerville, Mass .
South Bend, Ind
During the last two decades there South Omaha, Neb
has been no change in the rank of our Springfield, 111
five largest cities.
Springfield, Mass
It may be interesting to note in thia Springfield, Mo
connection the rank of our own larg- Stamford, Conn
est cites with foreign cities. Follow- Tacoma, Wash
ing is a list of the ten largest cities Tampa, Fla .
in the world, which embraces three Tauton, Mass
of our own "cities:
Terre Haute, Ind .
1. London
7,429,740 Topeka, Kan
4,766,883 Troy, N. Y
2. New York

Baltimore
Pittsburg

MOW AY,

,

Qunicy, Mass
Racine Wis

San Diego, Cal
San Jose, Cal
Savannah, Ga
Schenectady, N.
Shenandoah, Pa
Shreveport. La
Sioux City, Ia

:

FOR SALE Racing horse, weight
pounds; well broken; guides by
Printed and foi sale by New Mexl neck. In good condition. Owner will
N.
can Printing Company, Santa Fe,
dispose of animal at reasonable price,
Mex.
as he is leaving country. Apply School
shett. of American Archaeology.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
Complaint, Criniinal
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
Business.
MEN' Learn Automobile
sheet.
Creat drmand for skilled help. We
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sun, teach you at home, furnish auto
sheet.
tnons,
model. Oct you
weekly job. Make
sheet.
Acknowledgment,
$ln weekly while learning. Rochester
sheet.
Mortgage Deed,
Auio School, r,:'.7 Rochester, N". V.
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
sheet.
Clause,
TYPEWRITERS
2
Official Ilond, Road Supervisor,
' leaned, adjusted and repaired. New
sheet.
sheet.
latents furnished. Ribbons and
Option,
Notice of Protwst,
sheet.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
2 and rented.
Standard makes handled
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
All repair work and ypewrlters
sheet.
Santa Fe Typewriter Kx
sheet.
Warranty Deed,
sheet.
hange. Phone Black 231.
Quit Claim Deed,
Application for Bounty for Killing
SALE Handsome
FOR
quarter
Wild Animals,
sheet.
sawed oak desk, roller top. filing desheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
vice, spacious and in Al condition.
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
sheet Cost $1do will sell for $00. Also have
Release of Deed of Trust,
one substantial desk in splendid consheet.
Butchers' Bond,
dition for lower price. Ino.uire Xew
LI
of
Sheriffs'
Report
Monthly
Mexican
sheet.
censes.
Blanks.
Spanish
Machine
Ask how our Wonderful
Auto de Arresto.
pliego.
merges one pint ot, milk into one
Auto de Prision,
pliego.
pound of butter, giving additional
Declaracion Jurada,
pliego.
pound for only 4c. Healthy, pure; no
I !
Certificado de Nombramiet.io,
Machine
chemicals.
guaranteed.
pliego.
Economy Vtilities Co., in" Chambers
Fianza Oficial,
pliego.
Street, New l ork.
Fianza Oficial y Juramento,
pliego.
WANTED By a young married man
12
la Paz,
Fianza para Guardar
or
a position, in either Xew Mexico
j.i'.seo.
in banking,
Arizona.
Experienced
Formula de Enumeracion.
pliego
office work and
Contrato entre los Directores y Pre- mercantile and lumber
A No. 1 references and
accounting.
iilleso.
ceptors,
bond. Am not sick, and am employContrato de Combustible,
pliego.
B. M. W., Care Santa Fe
ed.
Sin
Documento
pliego.
Garantia,
Notas Obllgaciones, 25c por 50.
Libros Certificados de Bonos, $1.
Libros de Recibos Supervisores de ag0 17c,
Caminos, 25c.
Missouri Code Pleadings, tC.00. The
Libros de Recibo de Capitaclon, 50 two for $10.00. Adapted to New Mex- en un libro, 25c.
ico Code. Postage 17c.
Noticia de Asesores de AsesamenLo
Laws of New Mexico 1S99, 1901 and
100 en un libro, 75c.
190S, English or Spanish, pamphlet,
Libros de Eleccion de Directores $2.25 each; full leather, $3.00 each;
de Escuela, 4, 6, y 8 paginas, 20c, SOc 1905 and 1907 .English or Spanish,
y 40n.
full leather,
pamphlet, $2.75 each;
,
Applicacion por Licencia de
$3.50 each; 1909, English or Spanish,
pliego.
pamphlet, $3.25 each; full leather, $4
uerimcauo ae .viuerte, i- - pnega. each. Posta e extra.
Certificado de Nacimento,
pilego
Co'mplod Laws cf N. M., 1S97, $9.50.
de Fallecimentos
y postao-- 43C.
Registracion
Muertes, 25c.
full leather.
code of Civil Procedure,
-juez de paz, Kepertono criminal y
boiItld 5c. postage.7c.
Civil, $1.
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
Prices.
Notary Seals:
Each. Per Doz. Per 100.
Aluminum Pocket. $2 75, delivered
$ .25
$1.75
sheet . ..$ .10
Desk, $3.25, delivered nearest ex7"f

e

perth

san

BLANKS

quickly gives heat, and with one filling of the font burns steadily for nine hours,
without smoke or smell. Has atitomatic-Iockln- a
tlame spreader which
prevents the wick from being turned high enough to smoke, and is easy to remove
and drop back so the wick can be quickly cleaned.
It has a damper top and a cool handle. Indicator always shows the amount
of oil in the font. The filler-ca- p
docs not need to be screwed down ; it is put in
like a cork in a bottle, and is attached to the font by a chain, and cannot get lost.
The burner body or gallery cannot become wedged, because of a new device
in construction, and consequently, it can always be easily unscrewed in an
instant for rewicking. The Perfection is finished in japan or nickel, is strong,
built for service, and yet light and ornamental.
durable,

j

Oshkosh, Wis

i

Absolutely smokeless and odorless

i

Norristown, Pa
Oklahoma City, Okla
Orange, N. J

ga ramento, Cal
Saginaw, Mich
gt. Joseph, Mo
saiem, Mass

on said indebtedness and provide
SALESMAN"
WANTED Experiencfor a levy to tie made by the State
ed
advertising men to sell lino of
Auditor on all the property subject to
leather
taxation in the CounMeB of Santa Fe calendars, bank supplies,
novelties-w- ell
established
and Grant to pay the Interest and '"'! "
trade - liberal contract. Hankers Sup- 'principal of said refunding bonds.
ply Co Iowa City, i,

j

New Rochelle, N. Y
Newton, Mass
Niagara Falls, N. Y
Norfolk, Va

Rockford,

-

'due

.....

Ky

l

ISA

;

.

R. I

j

UxUt2i

pro'-eed-

Report of Committee on State, County and Municipal Indebtedness.
Santa Fe, X. M., Oct. 20, 1:M').
To the President and Members of the
Convention:
We. your Committee on State, County and
Municipal Indebtedness respectfully submit the following report

c.

l

m

y

Jiil-ln-

.

wag-

neces-!s;'.r-

0

V.

O

Poughkeepsie,
Pueblo, Colo

j

s,

I

Newcastle, Pa

n

o

.

New Bedford, Mass
New Britain, Conn
Newburg, N. Y

Newport,

WAN

REPORT 5!

W. D.

r s of land after said bonds and in
terest thereon are satisfied and pi.id
in full is hereby accepted for and on
behi'lf of the permanent school fund
of this state, the income therefrom
only to be used for the maintenance'
of the common schools of this state,
FOR SALE rows, horses and
The legislature shall at its first scs-- j on. Apply at Claire Cafe.
sinTi. provide by law for the carry Inej

artSeamstresses, watch-makerists, draughtsmen, and many others, out of il:e said tniFt and for the, selee-- i
cannot properly handle their tools lion. s;;)e and disposition of said land! i'Oit
SI.E Four little bouses and
with cold, stiff hands. Many a lost lor so much thereof as may b
lots corner Manhattan avenue and
said
to pay and satisfy
bonded, Garcia strut. $1.75o. K nt for $5
hour or two on cold winter mornindebtedness, and the application of j ii or.th. Lots on K Manhattan 4xt;00,
from
the
results
heat
ings
delayed
the
thereof. Provided, Th.i'
Wi'.lter Kraui.
of furnace or stove.
should said million acres of bind
in
full
and
to
satisfy
pay
inadequate
SALESMEN"
To carry as side line
The Perfection Oil Heater in isaid
railroad bonded indebtedness, m- Justrite Aluminum Check Protector.
of
cluiiiiiK the interest thereon,
Santa
a few minutes gives the temperamerchant buys. Easy to sell.
Fe and Grant Counties, then in tint Gery
ture that assures the worker warm event
Justrite
,"ic. Circular free.
Sample
shall provide by
the
Company, St. Louis.
hands and pliable muscles. The 'law for thelegislature
balance
the
of
refunding

TIEE

lll

.

Macon, Ga
McKeesport, Pa
Madison. Wis
Maiden, Miss
Manchester, N. H
Meriden, Conn
Mobile, Ala
Montgomery, Ala
Mount Vernon, N. Y
Muskogee, Okla
Nashlla, N. H

Newport,

t

t

T.ittlo Rock. Ark

Newark,

2S,i'26

i

Lorain, O .
Lynchburg ,Va.
Lynn, Mass

x

o

St. Louis
Boston
Cleveland

Lancaster, Pa.
Lansing, Mich
Lawrence, Mass
Lewiston, Me
Lexington, Kv
Lima, O
Lincoln, Neb

55S.485
132,085
070,585 '
102,054
423.715
104,839!
2.185.2S3
264.403
500,603
181,548
110,577
213,381
465,766
119,295
112,571
233,650
267.779
248.3S1
223,928
100,294
373,857
110,304
347,469
133,605
339,075
4,760,883
124,096
125,600
.1,549,008
533,905
224,326
127,628
218,149
687,029
214,744
129,867
137,249
108,497
331,069
145,986

1!''

V

.

Baltimore, Md
Birmingham, Ala
itnston Mass
Bridgeport, Conn.
Buffalo, N. Y
r.nmhridae. Mass
Chicago, ill

" "'

j

50.217
32,811
34,014
44,004
32,452
25,401
2o,5 I t
29,078
29 292
53,270
92,104
27,871
43.02S
31,140
80,308
38.491
2S.523
34,371
58,547
25,970
73.409
37,170
00,525
09.547
33,484
.n.NJI,
38,550
03,933
73,312
30,981
25,236
35,279
04,1 SO
98.915
44,115

CI 1

Massachusetts

79,S0"!

94,53"?

.

r.i,.

People Who Work
Indoors With Their Hands

j

j

43,100
55,545
4S.443
25.70S
50.87S
27,792
39,105

N. Y

iliinghamton,

Is Announced.

O

ns.125

1

Y

Atlantic City,

3rk'

I

Zanesville,
The average population of the l.r.9
for which (hp
citips in thig grou
into this 1910 count has been completed is
313.SS0. The same cities nad an a;-f,9,nf7 gregate population in 1900 of 5,2 49,01.
is,
51,913 The Increase during the decade
02,127 therefore. 2,004,205, or 39.3 per cent.
Of he 150 cities for which onmar-- j
44,401 ative figures are given, lux tshow a
dt- 34,G('3 greater absolute increase in the
29.S07 cade 190u to 1910 than in the precei-- !
29,800 ing decade and 75 show also a higher
25,207 percentage rate of increase.

f,-.-

CITY POPULATION

Woonsocket, It.
Yonkers, N. Y

j

add-publ-

per-stat- e.

Established

Established

1869

1869

THIS FACTORY MAKES ONLY
THIS ONE BRAND
That's oie reason why they are
a 1 male so good.
NO OTHER CIGARS IN THE
WORLD JUST LIKE THEM.
AT ALL GOOD

STORES

SIZES

j

H. B. CARTWRIGHT

& BRO.

Distributers for Santa Fe.

n

X
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M.

GHOST OF MILITIA WARRANTS.

of the committee whose report was Members will be allowed a mileage in his day. The deceased was a mer- under consideration, acted very ably of ten cents to and from their homes chant and orchardist and while no
as floor leader, pointed out that in the to the capital. The minimum age seeker for office, held a number of
(Continued Freui Page One)
( ontimied From Page 2.)
election to ratify the constitution limit of senators is twenty-fiv- e
years positions in his county. Mr. Hubbell
the warrants are not a lawful debt and there will be no minority or majority and of assemblymen twenty-twis survived by his wife, a number of
years,
Get Your Flowers at the Clarendon every one is unalterably opposed to party, unless the Democrats at this
Among many other provisions is one children, two of his sons being stud- Garden.
Beautiful chrysanthemums, paying them.
time desire to assume the attiiude tnat a member who has been
expcne ents at St. Michaels (Jollego, lour
H. O. Bursum challenged H. B. Fer- - of opposing the approval of the con- - for an offense and
carnations and other flowers. Fhone
car.t.oc ot brothers, Frank A. and Thomas S., of
T1a hilitivp
that hnth nnrNo. 12.
(Titccnn tn rlta in r m.inlini' rtf trio fnrt. fstitntinn
and
expelled again for the same offense.
and
Lorenzj
Albuquerque,
Two Big Laughs at the Elks' To-- vent.ton who even has thought of au ties will favor the approval of the
as
were
of
follows:
Other
Arizona.
Charles,
propositions
night and tomorrow night. Change of thorizing any legislature to validate constitution and that there would be
Another Death,
legis-By Mr. Short: Authorizing
the militia warrants. There may oe no minority.
program Sunday night.
latures to provide for the purity of
Martinita Gutierrez, aged one year
to
Hall
James
E.
and
other
claims
invalid
any
illegal
objected
Good Home Cooking at the Coffee
and ten months, daughter of Me'iton
un- - uation that the constitution would be the ballot.
and it is
obviously
Kitchen, Lincoln and Palace avenues.
in- - so corrupt as to necessitate the minori-valiBy Mr. Scott: Providing for re- - Gutierrez, and his wife, Trinidad
Please order in advance. Phone Black wise to mention any particular
toleration but prohibiting j rano, died yesterday at Santa Rosa,
Uy opposing it.
claim.
152. I. M. Astler.
Guadalupe county.
polygamy.
All
for
pro-Will
Join
The
act
Approval,
absolutely
enabling
Now That "Tripping the Light FanBy Mr. Wills:
Creating county of- - j
Reed Holloman expressed himself
tastic" is in season, exery lady and hibits the assumption of any invalid
TOOK A 1,000 FOOT
of pleased to hear that, as things standi Aces.
every gentleman needs something debt, it being part of the compact
A bill of rights,
By Mr. Lovin:
Mexico
SLIDE AT MIDNIGHT.
New
with
the
Vnited
States
wear.
n0w, the Democrats would join hands
dressy for the feet for evening
By Mr. Curtis: A corrupt practices
with the Republicans, for the approval
John Pfleuger, the shoe specialist, is which cannot be set aside.
Greeley, Colo., Oct. 29. Barefooted,
Charles A. Spiess asked that the 0( the constitution and thus obviate act.
calling attention to his ability to supis the necessity for minority represen-- l
that
Mr. Cunniff: A recall measure! in his night clothes, with a foot of
or
committee
the
By
delegate
new
in
ad
his
this
ply such wants in
e
seeking to validate these militia war- - tation on the election boards, for, requrinig that petitions for a recall) snow on the ground, Juan Juarez,
issue.
rants should be pointed out, or that there will be no minority on the ques-- ;
tion be signed by not less than ployed at the Tunnel reservoir at
Eggs are Still Scarce Chickens in these slanders and innuendos cease; tion of the adoption of the eonstitu-- ;
per cent of the voters, the oming portal of the Larimer-Poudrand around the city have evidently that if they are continued he would tion.
basis being the vote cast at the last 'tunnel, last midnight roiled 1,000 feet
down a mountain side, ending an
gone on a strike and eggs are very ask that they be made of record and
preceding election for governor. This
The .amendment was adopted.
successful attempt to find a "spirit"
j scarce.
who made
Some chickens arrived here ' move that the member
subrecall
differs
from
the
previous
committee
The
adopted
. .
liuht which hp imftpinprl wna hiirnlniy
the other day for a man who lives in them and unable to prove them sequent sections and rose at 2:30 p. propositions in tnat it provides
:
r
mat., on
of the peak. Juarez, yelling
He
the country and before the chickens be
emphasized m after
expelled.
been in continuous a vancaney shall be filled in the man . at top
having
of his voice, dashed from
the
top
could he delivered thpre was a biff de- - further that the convention has no
ner provided by law for filling other
session from 11 a. m.
mand for them. However, they were right to impair the obligation of conThe convention adopted the article vacancies and not at the same
mountain, his companions following.
not sold here, but were sent to their tract.
as amended and it was referred to the
Hp hnd aecnmnHKhed half thA nasont
behe
that
said
A.
H.
destination.
Hudspeth
In the afternoon the committee onjbefore
committee on revision.
a
they caugh(. gight of h,m Then
some
warrants,
of these
rela-- ;
Did You See Those Pictures at the lieved that
Adjournment was taken to Monday ordinances reported the federal
Mg foot 6Upped and the long all be.
and
are
of
valid,
.
Tiff
small
them,
1!
Pa
portion
tonnftin
r.P?r,A
J
not
see
If
them
Elks' last night?
afternoon at two o'clock.
uuiia iJiuyuoiuuii uuc.
;gan The delusion lasted only a short
he wanted to settle for all time that
ana
'
sons
recommendation
without
night, they're great.
time,
the validity of a claim for $1.00 should
... m,,. th
More Boarders at Pen Six more
ARIZONA IS GETTING ANXIOUS. submitted for itself the "irrevocable
fnr validating
ordinances" required by the enabling
boarders arrived at the Hotel de Penn a fraudulent claim of $99.
act.
(Continued From Page One.)
today. They came from Las Cruces
Charles A. Spiess replied that he
The prohibitionists have given up
with Sheriff Felipe Lucero acting the does not concede that any of the
prohib-- j
role of Cicero. They are C. Harris. warrants are valid, but if any warrant refrigerator car line companies, car hope of having the state-widMONEY AND METALS.
1 year to 18 months, drawing a deadly
sleeping car ition issue submitted to the people at
is legal, the convention could not im- equipment companies,
New York, Oct. 29. Call money
telconsti-withcar
the
IS
'
contract
months
election
for
companies,
Santos
the
of
dining
ratifying
luontoya,
companies,
weapon;
pair the obligation
Mexi
paper 5
to 3 years, larceny of a horse; George out violating the constitution of the egraph, telephone and electric trans- tution and are now devoting their ef-- : nominal; prime
ref-;
Perry, 1 year, assault with a deadly United States. He showed that the mission companies or corporations op- forts to making the initiative and
Lake
1 year, Committee on Municipal Indebtedness erated in this state and used directly erendum applicable
to the county as
weapon; Oeorge Candelario,
12871.2m3; Eiectrolytic 12.7512,
assault with a deadly weapon; Francis had unanimously agreed on a section or indirectly in carrying passengers, well as to the state.
87
Casing 12.37
Enriquez 1 to 3 years, voluntary man- - j that specifically declares the militia property, messages and electricity,
Lead 440450; Silver 55
Amalga- shall be assessed by the state board TUESDAY WILL BE
1041-4- ;
slaughter; James Reaves, 1 year for warrants invalid.
New
mated 69: Atchison
of equalization at their actual value.
assault with a deadly weapon. The
Fergusson Once More Admits.
"ALL SAINTS DAY." York Central 115
Reading 1521-8- ;
be
apand
shall
i'
275
now
boarders
has
H R Ferirusson staled that he had ad such assesed value
penitentiary
Union Pa- Southern Pacific 118
fifi "day scholars" who are out at work.
cities, This is a Great Feast in the Roman cific 173
Steel pfd.
Steel 781-4- ;
an impression from a member of the portioned to the companies,
119
Catholic Church Wednesday is
"The Three of Them" one of the minority that a deliberate attempt is towns, villages, towniships and
the convention tricts in which such companies or
All Souls' Day.
WOOL MARKET
pictures ever shown on a being made to have warrants
by as-- j corporations are located or through
St. Louis, Oct. 29. Wool firmer. Ter- validate these militia
screen See it tonight at the Elks.
for the state all debts legal which they are operated, as a basis
Tuesday will be the Feast of All ritory and western mediums 18 23
jouth with suming
Forged Checks-So- me
He had since learned that for tlie tnxatlon 0f such property, in Saints, and is a day of great devotion fine mediums 1720; fine 1216.
miles of and rejoicing in the Roman Catholic
LIVESTOCK,
n to the number
less cnecKs around me cuy. rie pre . . .
u
t
nr0rosi-- !
r.tipa churches throughout the world, just
,:t,
Kansas City, Oct. 29. Cattle Re- '
sented one to Miguel Ortiz, the
as the day following, is a day of sad- ceipts 1,000, including 100 Texans.
towns' y,ltage?'.
Fria street
merchant, who cashed thejt,0 defy yu now to expe, me.. helcltes'
ness and penance, called All Souls' Market steady. Native steers $5.25
over
.
or
,
part
"B,aiBtricts.
Ti
tr,
j
unecK ioi 8. ii was u.awu uU iuC shouted, "and you will add a laurel to;
or
Day set apart for prayer for the dead 7.50;
rt .
southern steers $3.755.75;
used
operated
1
Torrance County bank at Willard and tne poor litUe ))0uquct j have earned
nativesouthern cows $2.754.25;
such counties,
cities, towns, whose souls are in purgatory.
was signed Juan Ortiz' and tnen
au these years, that will be one or. within
The first mass Tuesday at the Cathe- COws and heifers $ 2.756.50; stockers
vilages, townships and districts; prodorsed Santiago Sanches. Mr. Ortiz pride to myself and children."
will be at 7 o'clock and at 9:30 and feeders' 3.505; bulls $3.504;
vided that in case the state board of dral
met Juan Ortiz who said that he had
a. m. there will be the solemn high cows 3.75 8; western steers $46;
A Persistent Ghost,
determine
to
unable
is
equalization
not given such a check to any one.
mass.
western cows $2.75 5.
X(?s(or Montoya appealed to the
the actual value of the property, the
Ortiz proved another victim on
On All Souls' Day the requiem high
Market
Receipts 1,000.
Uon tQ j
Hogs
the guogt of tnese miIi. naid in canitailization and interest
a similar check for the same sum ot
tj warranta for an time for it has bearing securities shall be deemed mass will be at 7 a. m. This is a day steady. Bulk sales $8.30S.70; heavy
S
ATiVnet
Ortiz is on the trail of:,
on which Catholics devote to prayers $8.258.35;
uano fnt. tv,o artn-i- l value
packers and butchers
uauiueu me ilegismuvc t,nii
for their dead as well as for the dead $8.35S.70; light $8.608.75.
the offender of whom he has a good many vears, to settle the question and
The. railroads are not. denied the of the entire church and even the
description. The checks were issued to Betue it right
Market
ReCeipts 1.500.
sheep
constitutional
right of appeal from vestments of the celebrant of the mass Bteady. Muttons $3.604.60;
Ortoher is
lambs
A iviiera, iviamiiums lvittiuucz, auu
of the commission.
indicate tne great mourning me $5.256.75; fed wethers and yearlings
Charles A. Spiess offered a substitute the orders
'
Mr. Kingan introduced a proposi- church wishes her children to feel on
ewes $3.254.25.
to be added to Section 11, reading:
$15; fed western
for a legislature con- that sad occasion.
Chicago, III.. Oct. 29. Cattle Re- law shall ever be passed by the tion providing
"No
of
CDKDVC
PflMWrMTlrUI
the
members
1 legislature validating any debts, sisting of twenty
ceipts 500; market steady. Beeves
uuiiiLiiiiuii urnnnu.
members of DEATH ROLL OF
claims, warrants, bonds or other evi- assembly and fourteen
$4.407.70; Texas steers $3.305.60;
a senDAY IN NEW MEXICO. western 'steers
dences of indebtedness of any charac- the senate, each county being
$4.006.70; stockers
"Arizona's constitution should not ter including the militia warrants."
atorial district. The membership of
ajld jeederg $4.i55.40; cows and heif- exceed
Succumbs
J.
to Long erg
forty.
be constructed In careless haste, but
Felipe Hubbell
The amendment was adopted and the assembly can never
2.006.20; calves $7.0010.25.
Child
Illness at Albuquerque
it is well for the delegates to remem-- Section 11 passed as amended,
The apportionment made by the
market
Hogs
Recelpts 7000;
Passes Away at Santa Rosa.
ber that this territory will be placed
Another effort at 2 p. m. to rise from proposition is as follows: Cochise,
shade hlgher
Llght ?8.4o9.45;
Graham,
failed.
at a disadvantage if New Mexico's committee of the whole
6; Pima, 3; Santa Cruz, 1;
mixed $7.959.85; heavy $7.658.80;
5;
J. Felipe Hubbell, a respected citi- constitution is more acceptable than
2; Gila, 2; Pinal, 1; Maricopa,
Majority Believes in Square Deal.
rough ?7.657.85.
good to choice
Charles A. Spiess offered a substi- Yuma, 1; Yavapai, 2; Mohave, 1; zen of Pajarito, Bernalillo county, died heayy ?7.S38.80. pigs $8.008.70;
ours and is also presented to Congress
electhis winter unaccompanied
Cocohino, 1; Apache, 1; Navajo, 1; last evening at St. Joseph's Sanitar- bulk of gales ?8.0o8.70.
by the tute for Section 12, making the
Arizona
constitution." Arizona Re-- ! tion laws of 1905 applicable, so that- Greenlee, 1. The term of senators turn at Albuquerque after a long ill- Sneep
ReceiptSi 2,000; market
the minority would be given repre- shall be four years; of assemblymen, ness. He was a son of the late San- - gteadjr. Natives
publican.
$2.754.40; western
Hubbell
Julinita
and
Gutierrez, $3.0o4.00;
tiago
'
yearlings $4.506.60;
the election to ratify the constitution"
Clemente
Gutierrez, iamDS natlve 4.757,15. western ?5
' legislature shall granddaughter of
lne ter"1
II you want anything on
,
try and also for state officers.
and the per diem, ?o. a man of great prominence and wealth
7oo
be
days
sixty
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Groceries
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Canned Goods

OYSTERS, FISH. POULTRY, LUNCH
MEATS. AND SAUSAGES.
A LARGE
VARIETY OP VEGETABLES, FRUIT
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FINK APPLES

NEW POP CORN
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BAKERY GOODS OF ALL KINDS.
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F. ANDREWS

Phone No. 4.
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IF YOU WANT THE

Host

Delicious Hot

Chocolate

OBTAINABLE IN THE CITY
Go
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MARKET REPORT

j

TJEREXALL STORE

e
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Where Only Groote's Dutch
Chocolate is Served
THE BEST

IS NONE TOO

FISCHER DRUG
THE
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GOOD

COMPANY

STORE

THE

REXAlL

STORE
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Agua-r.;-,T-

THF RFST UNHUUN ANtl MflST
RELIABLE BRANDS OF FOOTWEAR
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en-ii- n

EVERY LADY WANTS AND
DRESSY

NEEDS

j

PARTICULARLY

SOMETHING
FOR

EVENING

con-Jes-

WEAR.

a.

We Have It

'

'

SHOES OF ALL KINDS
TO SUIT EVERYBODY

JOHN PFLEUGER
248 San Francisco St.

Shoe Specialist

1

Tuberculosis Conquered
WRITE for TESTIMONIALS

of PROMINENT

PEOPLE

FREE BOOKLET and WHY

NATURE'S CREATION SAVES CONSUMPTIVES
L. M. HOFFMAN, General Sales Agent, Albuquerque, N. M.

'OU neei the service we
fende? in the matter of
goad clothes. It's a service
nobody else can render you;
because nobody else has
HART SCH AFFNER & M RX
clothes in this town, and) we
think nobody else has quite
the same idea we have about
the proper functions of a
clothing store.
Our idea is to see that our
customers get exactly what
they ought to have; if you
come here we'll try to show
you what will be really
best for you; the color, style,
the weave, the model that
is best suited to your special
case. We'll try not to think
we know more about .what

you want than you do. But'
weclo know something about
styles, and bast fabrics; and
we can tell if a suit or overcoat looks right on you; fits
propsrlv; is becomingto you.
It's just as much to our interest as to yrmrs to get you

into the right thing. We
can afford to be disinterested about these things; but
we cant afford ,to let you go
anywhere else for clothes
when we know we've got the
best clothes made.
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